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PROOF: HILLARY'S $1 TRILLION CRIME
AND NOW: NEW EMAIL PROOF HILLARY SOLD INFLUENCE
AT STATE DEPT — DEMOCRAT LEADER CALLED FOR
SPECIAL PROSECUTOR
BREAKING NEWS! AUG. 10, 2016—Judicial Watch uncovers definitive proof that
Hillary used the State Department to fund and promote The Clinton Foundation , also called
the Clinton Global Initiaitve (CGI). Click link to Timeline for more details.

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS | OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION | AUG. 01, 2016, UPDATED AUG. 11, 2016 |
PDF

Updated Aug. 07, 2016. Note: Most broken links have
been repaired (We think! A hacker selectively deleted
over 300 docum ents which we have restored).

CLICK HERE FOR HIJACK OF
THE INTERNET TIMELINE
AND DATABASE

FIG. 1–HILLARY CLINTON DURING HER JUL. 30, 2016 DNC ACCEPTANCE SPEECH. , Hillary and the State
Department secretly contracted with Facebook for a “template for winning elections using advanced
Facebook marketing” on Sep. 26, 2009 . Such action by a federal official not only interferes in U.S. elections
—a violation of the Hatch Act, but also obstructed justice in the Leader v. Facebook patent infringement
lawsuit that was in process throughout the time. At that time, Hillary and senior advisors like Sidney
Blumenthal, Anne‐Marie Slaughter (author of A New World Order) and Joe Lockhart (now a Facebook
executive), among others, promoted Facebook as an "eDiplomacy" tool at the State Department. Such
interference by federal officials in an active lawsuit violated 18 U.S. Code 1505 that gives Leader
Technologies the right to impartial tribunals free of government tampering with potential witnesses. In
Leader v. Facebook the entire judiciary protected Facebook in whom they all had substantial investment
interests.
Photo: WFAA‐TV8‐ABC.
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ORIGINAL POST

(AUG. 01, 2016)—There, we
have said it. We believe that
Hillary Clinton will go down
in history as a key figure in a
$1 trillion crime. Now we
will prove it. The "smoking
gun" evidence from her
private email server was
uncovered by corruption
watchdog Judicial Watch.

NEW! AUG. 09, 2016
MISSOURI GRANDMOTHER FINGERS
SYSTEMIC MISSOURI ELECTRONIC
VOTING FRAUD—PROBABLY THE
SAME IN ALL 50 STATES
Click here to read her Complaint

Before his passing late last year, an internationally recognized Democrat
luminary and historian called for a special prosecutor in the Leader v.
Facebook patent infringement corruption case.
A special prosecutor was his suggestion because the normal judicial
processes had broken down. He had been thoroughly briefed, according to
multiple AFI contributing writers.
[Authors: Out of respect for the family’s privacy, we will not publish his
name. May he rest in peace (and pray for us).]

HILLARY’S LITANY OF LIES
Hillary Clinton’s litany of lies in her presidential nomination acceptance speech further
reinforces the need for a special prosecutor.
Washington, D.C. cries out for new blood to restore equal protection under the law. The
current Democratic Administration has consistently thwarted Leader Technologies’ efforts
to find justice and a payday for their longsuffering investors who played it straight, took the
risk and now deserve their entrepreneurial reward.
Leader Technologies’ fight for justice is every American’s fight for the Rule of Law and fair
play. If Americans do not step up and DEMAND justice in Leader v. Facebook, then the U.S.
Constitution is a pointless piece of paper.
Remarkably, Hillary Clinton condemned her own corrupt actions as Secretary of State when
she said:

HILLARY: “I believe that our economy isn’t
working the way it should because our democracy
isn’t working the way it should.”
Hillary and Bill’s scandals are CAUSING our democracy/republic to sputter.
The list of the Clinton's undemocratic actions is now a litany: Whitewater, Benghazi,
Travelgate, Vince Foster, Marc Rich, Frank Giustra, UrAsia, Uranium One, The Clinton
Foundation, The Clinton Global Initiative, theft of social networking invention, the body
count and State Department influence pedaling.
According to Hillary these are all misunderstandings created by a "vast right wing
conspiracy." (Clue to interpreting Hillary: Saul Alinsky, her mentor, in Rules for Radicals: If
your scheme is exposed, deny, deny, deny.)

GUILTY BY HER OWN HAND
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The secret contracts Hillary wrote with Facebook are completely
on her. These contracts were concealed from the House Oversight
Committee and stonewalled from Judicial Watch Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) requests. It took an order by district court
Judge Sullivan to pry them loose. These Facebook contracts prove
Hillary's criminal activity. She cannot blame others since only a
small group of her senior State Department staffers even knew she
had done it.

► July (3)
► June (5)
► May (2)
► April (4)
► March (4)
► February (2)
► January (1)

LIE #1: HILLARY CALLED AMERICA A
“DEMOCRACY”

Hillary Clinton

America is not a democracy. America is a republic. This difference is crucial to a proper
understanding of American governance. It is not mere semantics.
Hillary’s misleading words telegraph the progressive agenda to destroy the Constitution and
remake America in their image. Hillary’s oligarchy of globalists want power, permanently.
Such is the long history of pure democracy where the more powerful majority abuses the
disenfranchised minority.
Instead, America’s founders chose a republican democracy where the rights of the majority
prevail without infringing the rights of minorities.

RULE OF LAW RULE OF MEN
Our fallible, flawed group of founders reached beyond their individual weaknesses and
prejudices to conceive a brilliant form of governance that transcends time and human
shortcomings. It is called the Rule of Law over the Rule of Men.
In a republican democracy equal justice is the right of every citizen whether in the
majority or minority. This principle is the backbone of the U.S. Constitution.
This gift of the founders to the world is encapsulated in Benjamin Franklin’s answer to his
Philadelphia friend and keen political observer, Mrs. Powel (yes, one “L”). She lived at
Powel House (now 244 South 3rd Street) near Independence Hall.
Mrs. Powel, a woman with no right to vote, is credited with almost single handedly
convincing George Washington to run for a second term. She persuaded General Washington
that he must run to prove that the republican ideal was not merely an idealistic fluke.
Imagine that, one woman changed the political course of humankind.
The day the Declaration of Independence was signed, Mrs. Powel asked Mr. Franklin what
form of government the framers had given us. Monarchy? Democracy? Franklin replied:
“A republic, if you can
keep it.”
Founder Thomas Jefferson
reinforced Franklin's “if you can
keep it” caveat when he wrote:
“Eternal vigilance is the
price of liberty.”
These men and women knew
there was no room for
complacency among the citizenry
in a republican democracy. [The
authors believe the current rise of
populism among Trump and
Sanders supporters emerges from
this font of wisdom. The citizens
have awakened.]

► 2015 (34)
► 2014 (26)
► 2013 (28)
► 2012 (6)

UPDATE MAR. 25, 2014

FIVE CRITICAL AFI POSTS ON JUDICIAL
COMPROMISE
Fully updated Mar. 25, 2014 in the wake of
the Scribd censorship:
1. HOW PATENT JUDGES GROW

RICH ON THE BACKS OF
AMERICAN INVENTORS
Patent Office filings are
shuffled out the USPTO backdoor to crony
lawyers, banks and deep‐pocket clients.
2. WAS CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS BLACKMAILED into
supporting Obamacare by his ethical
compromises in Leader v. Facebook?
3. JUSTICE ROBERTS MENTORED Facebook Gibson
Dunn LLP attorneys.
4. JUSTICE ROBERTS HOLDS
substantial Facebook
financial interests.
5. JUDGE

LEONARD
STARK
FAILED to
disclose his
Facebook
financial interests and his reliance on
Facebook's Cooley Godward LLP attorneys for his
appointment.

BARACK OBAMA'S DARK POOLS
OF CORRUPTION

Hillary and the globalist clearly want to destroy the American republican priority for the
Rule of Law. They want to "disaggregate" it (from A New World Order (2004) by Hillary
political adviser and George Soros in‐law Anne‐Marie Slaughter) into a two‐tiered system,
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one for the so‐called Progressives and a different one for the Great Unwashed. Then, their
permanent majority would make the rules in their image, permanently.

Click to enlarge

Frighteningly, this was essentially the state of the American British Colony courts in 1776
who were overridden regularly by King George.
With a globalist ascension in Hillary Clinton, the 240‐year flame of The Great American
Experiment will be extinguished, we believe.

LIE #2: HILLARY SAID SHE IS A CHAMPION OF
SMALL BUSINESS, ENTREPRENEURS AND
INNOVATION
In her acceptance speech Hillary said she was a champion of small business. However, in
Hillary's world of doublespeak “innovation” is a euphemism for intellectual property theft
for the benefit of her ruling globalist oligarchs.
Indeed, the U.S. Patent Office has become Hillary's globalist toy box of free goodies where
real inventors are exploited to enrich her friends.

WARNING TO INVENTORS: We suggest that you stop submitting your innovations to the
U.S. Patent Office right now. Your innovations are being stolen by the Patent Office
personnel and fed to their globalist handlers. The patent judges and examiners are all in
on it, as are the judges in the only patent appeals court, called the Federal Circuit
Court. The patent system is rigged and real inventors are left holding the bag every
time.

Let's face it, when it comes to true innovation, globalists are lazy. They reason: “Why do
the hard work of inventing when we can simply steal it? If sued, they buy off everyone in
the litigation path: agencies, commissioners, chairs, judges, jurists, witnesses, experts,
attorneys, law firms, clerks, examiners. Such is the massive globalist Ponzi scheme being
unearthed. No wonder even Republican corporate types are flocking to Hillary. The true
source of their product ideas is being exposed as a fraud.

CLICK HERE FOR WASHINGTON'S ETHICAL
DISEASE DISCOVERIES RE. FACEBOOK "DARK
POOLS"

STOP FACEBOOK PROPERTY
THEFT

WILL HUMANKIND EVER LEARN? Facebook's Orwellian
doublespeak about property and privacy (theft) merely
repeats the eventual dehumanization of the individual under
MAO's Red Star, Stalin's SOVIET Hammer & Cycle and Hitler's
NAZI Swastika. Respect for the inalienable rights of each
individual is a bedrock value of democracy. The members of
the Facebook Cabal abuse this principle at every opportunity.
They evidently believe that they deserve special privileges and
are willing to lie, cheat and steal in order to treat themselves
to these privileges.

ASK CONGRESS: PASS THE
INVENTOR PROTECTION ACT!

Adolf Hitler allowed this very model prior to World War II with German companies who were
left alone as long as they did his bidding. The Soviets essentially did the same thing by
nationalizing industry and declaring State ownership of all property.

JUDICIAL WATCH CAUGHT HILLARY’S HAND IN THE
COOKIE JAR
Thankfully, corruption watchdog Judicial Watch caught Hillary’s hand in the proverbial
cookie jar. They unearthed unequivocal proof from Hillary’s private email servers that she
obstructed justice in the Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case and benefited from
the stolen property.
The Facebook contracts on Hillary’s private email server had been stonewalled by the State
Department. They detail a staggering scheme to rig U.S. elections. Those contracts are
detailed below.
In short, Hillary helped the theft of Leader Technologies’ invention of social networking in
2009. Then she exploited it for her “eDiplomacy ” strategy as Secretary of State. She
promoted Facebook in her speeches. She even organized a private dinner on Mar. 22, 2012
with Facebook COO Sheryl L. Sandberg just months before the Facebook initial public
offering. Her emails discuss how she field tested uses of Facebook and then issued State
Department Facebook field guides (likely published much earlier than the versions in
Hillary’s private email)
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. . . all the while Leader v. Facebook proceeded from the Federal Circuit Court to the U.S.
Supreme Court.

LEADER TECHNOLOGIES, INC., COLUMBUS, OHIO
FILED A PATENT INFRINGEMENT LAWSUIT AGAINST
FACEBOOK ON NOV. 19, 2008
Columbus innovator Leader Technologies and its
founder Michael McKibben alleged and proved on 11 of
11 claims that the engine running Facebook is Leader’s
patented invention. U.S. Patent No. 7,130,761
McKibben et al.

FIG 2—MICHAEL T. MCKIBBEN, Leader
Technologies, Inc., Columbus, Ohio,
the real co‐inventor of and patent
holder for social networking. See
Timeline .
In 2009 Hillary Clinton and the State
Department confiscated McKibben's
invention for her personal
"eDiplomacy" policy use. During this
same time, McKibben and Leader
were battling Facebook in Delaware
federal district court for patent
infringement. Leader proved on 11 of
11 claims that the engine running
Facebook is their invention. Hillary's
Judicial Watch emails prove she
obstructed justice in the case and
engaged in election rigging

The court ruled that Facebook was guilty of all 11
infringement claims. Subsequently, a corrupt federal
court system circled the wagons around Facebook all
the way to the U.S. Supreme Court in utter defiance of
U.S. law. On Sep. 26, 2009, while discovery was
proceeding in Leader v. Facebook, Hillary and the State
Department contracted with Facebook for “a template
for winning elections using advance Facebook
marketing.”
It is illegal for a government agency or official to
interfere in an active lawsuit according to 18 U.S.
Code § 1505—Obstruction of proceedings before
departments, agencies, and committees.
“Proceedings” is a broad term for essentially any
official government activity in courts, agencies, grand
juries and Congress.

These contracts were part of a trove of documents
from Hillary’s private email servers. They prove
unequivocally that Hillary obstructed justice in Leader
Photo: NBC4i TV.
v. Facebook. If for no other reason, because Facebook
personnel were potential witnesses. By tampering with
Facebook witnesses, Hillary prejudiced Leader Technologies’ rights to a fair and impartial
tribunal and noninterference by public officials and agencies.
Facebook’s project manager on Hillary’s contracts was Dmitry Shevelenko. Hillary entered
at least five contracts for “a template for winning elections using advanced Facebook
marketing” before the 2010 midterm elections. All during this period, the Leader v.
Facebook lawsuit moved from trial into appeal.
See previous AFI post for full analysis of the Hillary contracts with Facebook.

off judges with the money gained from their theft. Such
permissiveness is obscene.

LEADER V. FACEBOOK
BACKGROUND
Jul. 23, 2013 NOTICE: DonnaKlineNow! has
gone offline. All her posts are available as a
PDF collection here (now updated, post‐
Scribd censorship).
Mar. 20, 2014 READER NOTICE: On Mar. 7,
2014, all of our documents linked to Scribd
were deleted by that "cloud" service using
the flimsiest of arguments . Some of our
documents have been there for two years
and some had almost 20,000 reads.
George Orwell wrote in 1984 that one knows
one is in a totalitarian state when telling the
truth becomes an act of courage.
All the links below were updated Mar. 20,
2014 (many thanks to our volunteers!)

1. Summary of Motions, Appeal, Petition,
Evidence, Analysis, Briefings (FULL
CITATIONS) in Leader Technologies,
Inc. v. Facebook, Inc., 08‐cv‐862‐JJF‐
LPS (D. Del. 2008), published as
Leader Techs, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc.,
770 F. Supp. 2d 686 (D. Del. 2001)
2. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam's Censored
Federal Circuit Filings (Archive)
3. Brief Summary of Leader v. Facebook
4. Backgrounder
5. Fenwick & West LLP Duplicity
6. Instagram‐scam
7. USPTO‐reexam Sham
8. Zynga‐gate
9. James W. Breyer / Accel Partners LLP
Insider Trading
10. Federal Circuit Disciplinary
Complaints
11. Federal Circuit Cover‐up
12. Congressional Briefings re. Leader v.
Facebook judicial corruption

SOME OF HILLARY’S ELECTION RIGGING CONTRACTS (2009-2010)
WITH FACEBOOK DURING LEADER V. FACEBOOK

13. Prominent Americans Speak Out

Date:

16. S. Crt. for Schemers or Inventors?

Amount

Source

Purpose: Facebook’s Dmitry Shevelenko: “ a template for winning elections using advanced
Facebook marketing” See Fig. 4 below.
Sep. 26, 2009

$120,000

Judicial Watch (GSA removed)

Apr. 09, 2010

$168,000

GSA

Aug. 19, 2010

$40,000

GSA

Sep. 01, 2010

$40,800

GSA

Sep. 30, 2010

$265,000

Judicial Watch (GSA removed)

TABLE 1: GSA contracts between the U.S. Department of State and Facebook prior to the 2010 midterm
elections.
Sources: Judicial Watch / U.S. Department of State / GSA.

14. Petition for Writ of Certiorari
15. Two Proposed Judicial Reforms
17. Attorney Patronage Hijacked DC?

18. Justice Denied | Battle Continues
19. FB Robber Barons Affirmed by S. Crt.
20. Judicial Misconduct WALL OF SHAME
21. Corruption Watch ‐ "Oh what webs we
weave, when first we practice to
deceive"
22. Facebook | A Portrait of Corruption
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HILLARY’S SMOKING GUNS

23. White House Meddling
24. Georgia! AM 1080 McKibben Interview
25. Constitutional Crisis Exposed
26. Abuse of Judicial Immunity since
Stump
27. Obamacare Scandal Principals are
intertwined in the Leader v.
Facebook scandal
28. S.E.C. duplicity re. Facebook

GIBSON DUNN LLP exposed as
one of the most corrupt law
firms in America
Investigative Reporter Julia
Davis investigates
Facebook's Leader v.
Facebook attorney Gibson
Dunn LLP. She credits this
firm with the reason why
not a single Wall Street banker has gone to
jail since 2008. Click here to read her article
"Everybody hates whistleblowers."
Examiner.com, Apr. 10, 2012. Here's an
excerpt:
Investigat
ive
Reporter
Julia
Davis

FIG. 3—Hillary stonewalled emails in Judicial Watch v. State Department FOIA have uncovered two previously
concealed Facebook contracts, one on Sep. 26, 2009 and another on Sep. 30, 2010. The Facebook contact
was Dmitry Shevelenko, who says in his LinkedIn page was for the purpose of building "a template for winning
elections using advance Facebook marketing."
Ev idence of collusion among Hillary Clinton, State Department, Facebook and Dmitry Shevelenko. Two
State Department contracts with Facebook in 2009‐2010 have just emerged in the latest trove of Hillary
Clinton emails. The first $120,000 contract on Sep. 26, 2009 was for State Department “communications
services.” According to GSA records, the next three contracts paid $250,000 for “Peace Corp advertising
services.” Then, a $265,000 contract on Sep. 30, 2010 was issued for more State Department
“communications services.” Dmitry Shevelenko's LinkedIn Profile reveals his true agenda for these contracts:
November 2010 election manipulation.
Sources: Judicial Watch / U.S. Department of State / GSA / LinkedIn.

DMITRY SHEVELENKO LINKEDIN
PROFILE BOASTS ABOUT FACEBOOK
ELECTION RIGGING CONTRACTS
WITH U.S. STATE DEPARTMENT
Dmitry Shevelenko,
Facebook manager of "a
template for winning
elections using advanced
Facebook marketing"

FIG. 4: DMITRY SHEVELENKO POSTS ON LINKEDIN that his job at Facebook before the Nov. 2010 midterm U.S.
elections was to build "a template for winning elections using advance Facebook marketing." Hillary's
stonewalled emails name Shevelenko as the Facebook contact on State Department contracts. Dmitry
Shevelenko's LinkedIn Profile .

Hillary’s private email server evidence provided by the State Department to Judicial Watch
is proof on its face that Hillary obstructed justice in Leader v. Facebook. She tampered with
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"Skillful

manipulation of the
firm’s extensive media
connections allows Gibson
Dunn to promote their causes,
while simultaneously smearing
their opponents and silencing
embarrassing news coverage."
This statement followed right after Davis
cited Facebook's chief inside counsel in the
Leader v. Facebook case, Theodore Ullyot,
who appears to have helped lead the Leader
v. Facebook judicial corruption. Interesting
word choices associated with Gibson Dunn
LLP: manipulation, smear. Attorneys swear a
solemn oath to act morally, ethically, and in
support of democratic principles. They
promise to conduct themselves in a manner
than instills confidence among the citizenry
in the rule of law and the judicial system.
These promises appear to be meaningless.
Click here for a PDF version of Julie Davis'
article.

POPULAR POSTS
OHIO STATE’S PRESIDENT
MICHAEL V. DRAKE MIRED IN
PERSONAL CONFLICTS OF
INTEREST
Trustees and Provost
promote learning
technology that benefits trustee clients
and is stolen from OSU alums Contributing
Writers | Opini...
OSU BAND INVESTIGATION
UNEARTHS SURPRISE
TRUSTEE COLLUSION IN
PATENT THEFT
Breaking News, Sep. 3,
2014 , 10:05am OSU Trustee
President, Jeffrey Wadsworth,
"counterattacks" the Band Alumni
leadership T...
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witnesses and prejudiced Leader Technologies’ rights to a fair and impartial tribunal.

WHEN GOOGLE MET WIKILEAKS PROVIDES MORE
EVIDENCE
In an extract titled "Google is not what it seems" from Julian Assange's book When Google
Met WikiLeaks (2014, O/R Books), he reveals more damning evidence of Hillary's
obstruction of justice in Leader v. Facebook.
On Oct. 16,
2009, Hillary's
State
Department
funded the
second in three
conferences in
Mexico City
named the
Youth Movement
Summit. In
Hillary Clinton
Sidney Blumenthal
Anne‐Marie Slaughter,
author of A New World
Hillary's big‐
Order
screen remote presentation to the attendees, she promoted
Facebook, YouTube (Google) and Twitter (three spy‐state
creatures of the secret White House intelligence agency formed by Bill Clinton in 1995 by
executive order) to support her eDiplomacy, 21st century statecraft strategy contrived by
her political advisers Anne‐Marie Slaughter and Sidney Blumenthal to promote the globalist
agenda of The Clinton Foundation (TCF) / Clinton Global Initiative (CGI).
In short, Hillary
videotaped her
personal Leader
v. Facebook
obstruction of
justice as
Secretary of
State, which is
an agregious
violation of 18
U.S. Code 1505
‐ obstruction of
proceedings.

GOVERNOR JOHN KASICH
HOLDS MUCH STOCK IN OSU
TRUSTEE PRIVATE INTERESTS
Governor’s trustee
appointments reveal strong
bias toward protecting his
investments Contributing Writers |
Opinion | AMERICANS FOR INNOVA...
FIRING OF OSU BAND
LEADER EXPOSES
CORRUPTION AT BATTELLE
LABS, PATENT OFFICE, NSA
Jeffrey Wadsworth,
Battelle CEO and OSU
Trustee president, doles out OSU
contracts to Facebook Cartel thru his
McBee Strategic LLC lobbyis...
MASSIVE WASHINGTON
CORRUPTION EXPOSED BY
LEADER V. FACEBOOK
Bi‐partisan citizen group
appeals to Congress to
RESTORE PROPERTY
CONFISCATED BY widespread federal
corruption incl. interference by Nancy ...
DISASTROUS RISE OF A
LAWLESS C.I.A.
Presidents from Washington
to Eisenhower feared
threats to liberty from
abuses of power by the
military‐industrial complex Contributing...
HEALTHCARE.GOV HAS
EXPOSED WASHINGTON'S
ETHICAL DISEASE
Undisclosed conflicts of
interest—on a massive
scale—are choking
Washington Contributing Writers |
OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION
...

Eric Schmidt, Google,
YouTube, Alphabet

Dick Costolo, Twitter

Sheryl K. Sandberg,
Facebook

Bookmark: #video‐hillary‐obstruction

NEW AUG. 11, 2016: VIDEOTAPED PROOF
OF HILLARY OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE IN
LEADER V. FACEBOOK
FIG. 5—On Oct. 16, 2009, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton promoted Facebook via a
video appearance by the U.S. State Department‐funded Alliance of Youth Movements
Summit in Mexico City, Mexico while discovery disputes over Facebook's stonewalling
discovery of Mark Zuckerberg 2003‐2004 Harvard files and emails broil in Leader v.
Facebook. Interference in judicial proceedings by federal officials and agencies is a
violation of 18 U.S. Code 1505 that gave Leader Technologies the right to an impartial
tribunal free of government tampering with potential witnesses. See Timeline: People
you trusted are now hijacking the Internet.
Click the image to view U.S. State Department YouTube video. If it disappears, as this sort of damning
evidence has a habit of doing in Leader v. Facebook, here is the raw MP4 video file for download. The
Facebook promotion is at 37 secs. into the video.
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HOW JUDGES GROW RICH
ON THE BACKS OF
AMERICAN INVENTORS
Patent Office filings are
shuffled out the USPTO
backdoor to crony lawyers,
banks and deep‐pocket clients
Contributing Writers | Opinion...
BOYCOTT NCAA MARCH
MADNESS? COPYRIGHT‐GATE
Constitutional rights
advocates demand that
NCAA stop its copyright
infringement in social
media; ask Congress to preserve
Zuckerberg's ...
LEADER V. FACEBOOK WALL
OF SHAME
Judges go to jail for far less
serious misconduct;
Facebook users should pay
Leader fees voluntarily; its
the right thing to do since Faceb...

EDITORIALS
1. DC Bar refuses to investigate attorney
misconduct in Leader v. Facebook ‐
Unwillingness of DC attorneys to self‐
police may explain why Washington is
broken, Dec. 30, 2012
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2. Will the U.S. Supreme court support
schemers or real American inventors?
Facebook's case dangles on a
doctored interrogatory. Eighteen (18)
areas of question shout for attention,
Dec. 27, 2012
3. Two Policy Changes That Will Make
America More Democratic (and less
contentious), Dec. 21, 2012

OUR MISSION

HILLARY: . . . and I use F acebook as " a
template for winning elections."
Hillary Clinton. (Oct. 16, 2009) . Secretary Clinton Addresses Youth Movement Summit in Mexico City, Mexico.
Promotes Facebook. YouTube / U.S. Department of State. ( Raw *.mp4 video ); cited in Julian Assange. (Sep.
18, 2014) . When Google Met WikiLeaks, Excerpt: Google Is Not What It Seems. ISBN 978‐1‐939293‐57‐2, 978‐
1‐939293‐58‐9. OR Books / WikiLeaks.
“The Summit: London, The 2010 Alliance For Youth Movements Summit,” Movements.org
website, archive.today/H2Ox1 #2010. And “The Summit: Mexico City, The 2009 Alliance of Youth Movements
Summit,” Movements.org website, archive.today/H2Ox1 #2009.
Hillary Rodham Clinton, “Secretary Clinton’s Video Message for Alliance of Youth Movements Summit,” US
Department of State, 16 October 2009, archive.today/I2x6U.

OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE BY HILLARY IN LEADER V.
FACEBOOK DEMANDS A SPECIAL PROSECUTOR
Despite Leader proving that Facebook infringes its patent on 11 of 11 claims, the federal
courts circled the wagons around Hillary’s darling Facebook and illegally confiscated
Leader’s property. Notably, all of the judges held substantial Facebook financial interests in
an evident collusion to enrich and influence senior judiciary in the run up to Facebook's
initial public offering.
Barack Obama exploited Facebook. Hillary and the State Department exploited it. The
Patent Office exploited it.
When government systems breakdown or cannot be impartial, special prosecutors are called
for.
Hillary’s obstruction of justice and confiscation of private property in Leader v. Facebook
requires a special prosecutor.

DAMAGES TO LEADER COULD TOP $1 TRILLION
Hillary participated in the confiscation of Leader Technologies’ social networking patent.
The IBM Eclipse Foundation became the distribution medium for providing Leader’s invention
to the entire “social” technology world who put their morals, ethics and American property
law on the shelf and have exploited it as well.
The value of the social networking easily reaches the $1 trillion number. If all of that value
is founded upon Leader’s invention, which it appears to be, then Hillary is liable for the
Greatest Financial Crime in the History of the World.

***
http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/08/proof-hillarys-1-trillion-crime.html

American citizens must fight abuse of the
constitutional right for authors and inventors
to enjoy the fruits of their inventions, as a
matter of matter of basic property rights and
sound public policy. Otherwise, instead of
innovation, creativity, genius, ideas, vision,
courage, entrepreneurship, respect,
property, rejuvenation, morals, ethics,
values, renewal, truth, facts, rights, privacy,
solutions and judicial faithfulness,
. . . our society and economy will be dragged
down (and eventually destroyed) by copying,
infringement, thievery, counterfeiting,
hacking, greed, misinformation, exploitation,
abuse, waste, disrespect, falsity, corruption,
bribery, coercion, intimidation, doublespeak,
misconduct, lies, deception, attorney "dark
arts," destruction, confusion, dishonesty,
judicial chicanery and lawlessness.
If we do not speak up, impeach derelict
judges and imprison corrupt attorneys, we
cannot possibly hope to start fixing the
current ills in our society. Without justice
and respect for private property, democracy
has no sure foundation.

CURRENT EDITORIAL FOCUS
We are an opinion blog that advocates for
strong intellectual property rights. We
welcome commenters and contributors. The
Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case
first came to our attention after learning
that the trial judge, Leonard P. Stark, U.S.
District Court of Delaware, ignored his jury’s
admission that they had no evidence to
support their on‐sale bar verdict, but the
judge supported it anyway.
The judicial misconduct has deteriorated
from there, replete with two of the three
judges on the Federal Circuit appeal panel,
Judges Alan D. Lourie and Kimberly A.
Moore, holding Facebook stock that they did
not disclose to the litigants, and later tried
to excuse through a quick motion slipped in
at the last minute by the Clerk of Court, Jan
Horbaly, and his close friends at The Federal
Circuit Bar Association. (The DC Bar
subsequently revealed that Mr. Horbaly is
not licensed to practice law in Washington
D.C.)
The judges ignored shocking new evidence
that Mark Zuckerberg withheld 28 hard
drives of 2003‐2004 evidence from Leader
Technologies that could prove actual theft
(and therefore claims even more serious
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without independent verification. Think for yourself. Photos used are for educational
purposes only and were obtained from public sources. No claims whatsoever are made to
any photo.

COMMENT
Click "N comments:" on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post.
Alternatively, send an email with your comment to amer4innov@gmail.com and we'll post
it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from
whisteblowers.
Posted by K. Craine at 2:30 PM

than infringement). In addition, Facebook's
appeal attorney, Thomas G. Hungar of Gibson
Dunn LLP, has close personal ties to just
about every judicial player in this story. The
misconduct appears to reach into the U.S.
Patent Office through abuse of the
reexamination process by Facebook. We will
stay focused on Leader v. Facebook until
justice is served, but we also welcome news
and analysis of intellectual property abuse
in other cases as well.

WELCOME TO DONNA KLINE
NOW! READERS!

+3 Recommend this on Google

60 comments:
dave123 August 2, 2016 at 3:41 AM
Hillary Clinton's wrong claim that FBI director Comey called her comments about email
'truthful'
HAHAHAHA GIVE IT UP HILLARY PANTS ON FIRE
Reply
Replies
dave123 August 2, 2016 at 10:58 AM
Gowdy: "Secretary Clinton said there was nothing marked classified on her
emails either sent or received. Was that true?"
Comey: "That’s not true."

AFI has been supporting
Donna and is now picking up
the main Leader v. Facebook
coverage (she will continue
coverage as well).
Anonymous Posts Are
Welcomed! Blogger has more
posting constraints than Donna's WordPress,
but we will continue to welcome anonymous
posts. Simply send us an email at
amer4innov@gmail.com with your post.
Once the moderator verifies that your email
address is real, your comment will be posted
using your real name or handle, whatever
you wish, like John Smith or Tex.

Click here to view a
complete Donna Kline
Now! posts archive.

Gowdy: "Secretary Clinton said, ‘I did not email any classified material to
anyone on my email. There is no classified material.’ Was that true?"
Comey: "There was classified material emailed."

Reply

K. Craine

August 2, 2016 at 7:41 AM

Email comment by GH:
Interesting choice of FBI priorities. Bernie Sanders should be furious. At least we hope his
supporters will rally around this obvious crime. Last time I checked, tampering with
election results was illegal as h _ _ l.
Josie Wales. (Aug. 01, 2016). FBI Opts to Investigate Source of DNC Leaks, Rather Than
Rigged Primary. The AntiMedia.
http://theantimedia.org/fbi‐investigates‐dnc‐leak‐primary/
Reply
Replies
dave123 August 3, 2016 at 9:26 PM
Hillary’s election rigging contracts (2009‐2010) with Facebook AND SHE DID THIS
KNOWING FACEBOOK WAS STOLEN she knew cod was stolen Michael McKibben
and she knew the idea facebook was stolen she got all the Emails on her
server on how this was done
Reply

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/08/proof-hillarys-1-trillion-crime.html
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K. Craine

August 2, 2016 at 7:47 AM

Email comments by GH/JM/AP:
Andrew Mark Miller. (Aug. 01, 2016). Troubling Information Surfaces About Khizr Khan’s
Ties To Clinton Foundation, Saudi Arabia. Young Conservatives.
http://www.youngcons.com/clinton‐corruption‐troubling‐information‐surfaces‐about‐khizr‐
khans‐ties‐to‐hillary‐clinton‐saudi‐arabia/
We are all familiar with the newest controversy surrounding Donald Trump that involves
the Khan family.
Basically, the DNC made the shameful decision to parade Muslim parents of an American
solider killed in Iraq at their convention to shake their fist at Donald Trump.
This was one of the many times that Democrats exploited grief and tragedy at the
convention for political points that had nothing to do with Trump’s actual policies.
Basically, they made the argument that if you support Trump you don’t support these
grieving parents.
But until now, it looked like the Khans were just Gold Star parents who the big bad
Donald Trump attacked. It turns out, however, in addition to being Gold Star parents, the
Khans are financially and legally tied deeply to the industry of Muslim migration–and to
the government of Saudi Arabia and to the Clintons themselves.
Khan, according to Intelius as also reported by Walid Shoebat, used to work at the law
firm Hogan Lovells, LLP, a major D.C. law firm that has been on retainer as the law firm
representing the government of Saudi Arabia in the United States for years. Citing
federal government disclosure forms, the Washington Free Beacon reported the
connection between Saudi Arabia and Hogan Lovells a couple weeks ago.
“Hogan Lovells LLP, another U.S. firm hired by the Saudis, is registered to work for the
Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia through 2016, disclosures show,” Joe Schoffstall of the Free
Beacon reported.

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR U.S.
JUDGES
"CANON 2: A JUDGE SHOULD AVOID
IMPROPRIETY AND THE APPEARANCE OF
IMPROPRIETY IN ALL ACTIVITIES"

GALLERY OF JUDICIAL
MISCONDUCT

The government of Saudi Arabia, of course, has donated heavily to the Clinton
Foundation.
Reply
Replies
K. Craine

August 2, 2016 at 12:06 PM

RUH ROH. FYI. Khan is a Harvard lawyer who practices in the uber corrupt
Southern District of New York in Manhattan where all of Obama's go‐to corrupt
prosecutors like Preetinder Bharara work.
Matthew Boyle. (Aug. 02, 2016). Panic Mode: Khizr Khan Deletes Law Firm
Website that Specialized in Muslim Immigration. Breitbart.
http://www.breitbart.com/2016‐presidential‐race/2016/08/02/khizr‐khan‐
deletes‐law‐firm‐website‐proving‐financially‐benefits‐pay‐play‐muslim‐
migration/
Khizr Khan, the Muslim Gold Star father that Democrats and their allies media
wide have been using to hammer GOP presidential nominee Donald J. Trump,
has deleted his law firm’s website from the Internet.
This development is significant, as his website proved—as Breitbart News and
others have reported—that he financially benefits from unfettered pay‐to‐play
Muslim migration into America.
https://web.archive.org/web/20160802121411/http://www.kmkhanlaw.com/

K. Craine

August 2, 2016 at 12:07 PM

Here is a PDF of Khan's just deleted website:
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐08‐02‐KM‐KHAN‐LAW‐OFFICE‐
website‐snapshot‐Archive‐org‐accessed‐Aug‐02‐2016.pdf

dave123 August 2, 2016 at 2:28 PM

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/08/proof-hillarys-1-trillion-crime.html

Judge Leonard P. Stark, U.S.
District Court of Delaware, trial
judge in Leader Techs, Inc. v.
Facebook, Inc., 770 F. Supp. 2d 686
(D.Del. 2011). Judge Stark heard
his jury foreman admit that the
jury made the on‐sale bar decision
without any evidence other than
speculation, and yet he supported
that verdict anyway. Just months
before trial, Judge Stark allowed
Facebook to add
the on‐sale bar
claim after the
close of all fact
discovery and
blocked Leader
from preparing its defenses to this
new claim. Judge Stark allowed
the claims despite Leader's
prophetic argument that the
action would confuse the jury and
prejudice Leader. He also
permitted the jury to ignore the
Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc. test
for on‐sale bar, even after
instructing the jury to use it. (See
that Jury
Instruction No. 4.7
here.) He also
contradicted his
own instruction to
Leader to answer
Interrogatory No. 9 in the present
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THANKS K I WAS LOOKING FOR THAT

K. Craine

August 3, 2016 at 11:32 AM

Email comment by GH:
More
what
soul)
sorry

Ruh Roh for the DNC.... however, my bet is that they knew full well
they were doing. They allowed Kahn to USE his dead son (God rest his
to shield Kahn from criticism so he could spew his Sharia hate. I feel
for the men who are so blinded by their hidden agendas.

tense (2009), then permitted the
jury to interpret it as a 2002
admission as well. Facebook's
entire on‐sale bar case is based
upon this interrogatory. (Editorial:
Hardly sufficient to meet the
"heavy burden" of the clear and
convincing evidence standard.)

Diana West. (Aug. 03, 2016). Diana West: DNC ‘Put a Sharia Supremacist on
Convention Center Stage’. Breitbart.
http://www.breitbart.com/big‐government/2016/08/03/diana‐west‐dnc‐put‐
sharia‐supremacist‐convention‐center‐stage/
Author and historian Diana West challenges the Democratic National
Committee’s (DNC) highlight of Khizr Khan at their national convention: “Don’t
you people vet your speakers?”
My subject today, though, is the Constitution‐waving Khizr Khan (above), who
caused such an uproar at the DNC as the father of a fallen US officer in Iraq,
Capt. Humayun Khan, killed in action in 2004, that he now wishes to exit the
limelight and has even scrubbed his own website, the one listing his
immigration legal services in the (strictly legit!) sale of visas to foreign
millionaires.
The question I have is: Don’t you people vet your speakers? Do you even
realize now that by inviting Khizr Khan to speak you that put a sharia
supremacist on centerstage at the 2016 Democratic National Committee
Convention to endorse a candidate for president of the United States? Hello? Is
that the message you want to send America — that the Democratic Party is
also the Sharia Party?

dave123 August 3, 2016 at 10:08 PM
Tied at the HIP POLITICS AT THE BOTTOM OF TOILET

Judge Alan D. Lourie, U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
panel judge in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Judge Lourie stood to
benefit financially from
undisclosed holdings in Facebook.
See analysis of Judge Lourie's T.
Rowe Price holdings re. the
Facebook IPO.
Judge Lourie also
failed to apply his
own law‐test in
Group One v.
Hallmark Cards to
the evidence. After debunking all
of Facebook's evidence on appeal,
Judge Lourie created new
argument in the secrecy of
chambers to support Facebook and
prevent the on‐sale bar verdict
from being overturned—a clear
breach of constitutional due
process.

Reply

Rain Onyourparade August 2, 2016 at 8:09 AM
WARNING: RIGGED ELECTIONS
Associated Press. (Aug. 01, 2016). Trump Warns That General Election Could Be 'Rigged'.
Newsmax.
http://www.newsmax.com/Headline/trump‐general‐election‐
could/2016/08/01/id/741631/
Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump suggested Monday that he fears that the
general election "is going to be rigged."
Trump, speaking in Ohio, said he felt the Democrats had fixed their primary system so
Hillary Clinton could defeat Bernie Sanders. He claimed that the Republican nomination
would have been stolen from him had he not won by significant margins.
Trump then asserted that November's general election may not be on the up‐and‐up.
"I'm afraid the election is going to be rigged, I have to be honest," the Republican
nominee told a town hall crowd in Columbus. He said he hears "more and more" that the
election may not be contested fairly.
Reply
Replies
K. Craine

August 2, 2016 at 8:41 AM

Here is a PDF of this Trump election rigging warning:
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐08‐01‐Trump‐Warns‐That‐
General‐Election‐Could‐Be‐Rigged‐by‐Jonathan‐Lemire‐Newsmax‐AP‐Aug‐01‐
2016.pdf
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Judge Kimberly A. Moore, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, panel judge in Leader
Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d
1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Moore
stood to benefit financially from
undisclosed holdings in Facebook.
See disclosure of substantial
holdings in Facebook and
Facebook‐related stocks. Judge
Moore failed to
follow the long‐
held precedent
for testing on‐sale
bar evidence in
Pfaff v. Wells
Electronics, Inc.—an evident and
intentional omission coming from a
former patent law professor. After
debunking all of Facebook's
evidence on appeal, Judge Moore
created new argument in the
secrecy of chambers to support
Facebook and prevent the on‐sale
bar verdict from being overturned
—a clear breach of constitutional
due process.
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Reply

K. Craine

August 2, 2016 at 2:07 PM

Judge Napolitano comments:
Staff. (Aug. 02, 2016). NSA has Clinton's deleted emails, whistleblower claims. Fox News.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2016/08/02/nsa‐has‐clintons‐deleted‐emails‐
whistleblower‐claims.html
The National Security Agency has Hillary Clinton’s deleted emails, and the FBI could
access them if it wanted to, a former NSA official claimed in a radio interview.
William Binney, an architect of the NSA’s surveillance program who became a
whistleblower when he resigned from the agency in 2001, made the claim on Aaron
Klein’s Investigative Radio Sunday. Klein also reported on Binney’s comments for
Breitbart.com.
Reply

K. Craine

August 2, 2016 at 2:13 PM

Email comment by PT:
This is a good summary from Dinesh D'Souza's documentation on the origins of racism in
America, Republicans or Democrats.
Megyn Kelly. (Aug. 01, 2016). Never‐before‐seen clip from 'Hillary's America'. Fox News.
http://video.foxnews.com/v/5067613297001/never‐before‐seen‐clip‐from‐hillarys‐
america/?#sp=show‐clips
Never‐before‐seen clip from 'Hillary's America'
Aug. 01, 2016 ‐ 3:58 ‐ Dinesh D'Souza dispels myths about one of the most frequent
Democratic attacks on Republicans; filmmaker sounds off on 'The Kelly File'
Reply

K. Craine

August 2, 2016 at 2:19 PM

Judge Napolitano:
Assange: Upcoming material could lead to indictment.
Assange claims to have more leaked info on Clinton.
Shepard Smith. (Aug. 02, 2016). Judge Napolitano: Intelligence community is furious at
Clinton. Fox News.
http://video.foxnews.com/v/5068593284001/napolitano‐intelligence‐community‐is‐furious‐
at‐clinton/?#sp=show‐clips
Aug. 02, 2016 ‐ 6:37 ‐ Assange claims to have more leaked information on Clinton; judge
provides insight on 'Shepard Smith Reporting'
Reply

K. Craine

August 3, 2016 at 6:43 AM

Email comment by GH:
Wow. Talk about in‐your‐face evidence of Obama's corruption, globalist/Cartel takeover,
read this. TALK ABOUT BYPASSING CONGRESS. It appears that Goldman Sachs and Google
are new agencies of the federal government. I wonder if they have a cabinet post yet:
Justin Sink. (Jun. 30, 2016). Obama Recruits Goldman, Google to Resettle Refugees.
Bloomberg.

Judge Evan J. Wallach, U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
member of the three‐judge panel
in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc.,
678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012).
Judge Wallach is not a patent
attorney. This begs the question as
to why a judge with no knowledge
of patent law was assigned to the
case. Would anyone ask a dentist
to perform brain surgery? The
Federal Circuit was specially
formed to appoint patent‐
knowledgeable judges to patent
cases. There is no evidence so far
in the judicial disclosures that
Judge Wallach holds stock in
Facebook, although when he was
asked on a motion to disclose
potential Facebook holdings and
other conflicts of interest, he
refused along with the other
judges. See Motion to Disclose
Conflicts of Interest. Judge
Wallach continued
in silence even
after Clerk of
Court Horbaly
failed to provide
him with Dr.
Lakshmi Arunachalam’s motions
(according to his Federal Circuit
staffer Valeri White), and yet the
Clerk signed an order regarding
that motion on Judge Wallach’s
behalf. See a full analysis of these
events at Donna Kline Now! Judge
Wallach also failed to police his
court’s violation of Leader’s Fifth
and 14th Amendment
constitutional right to due process
when he participated in the
fabrication of new arguments and
evidence for Facebook in the
secrecy of judge's chambers after
he had just invalidated Facebook’s
sole remaining item of evidence
(using disbelieved testimony as
ostensible evidence of an
opposite). Judge Wallach also
failed to police his court when he
failed to apply the Supreme
Court's Pfaff v. Wells Electronics,
Inc. test for on‐sale bar evidence,
which included even the Federal
Circuit’s own Group One v.
Hallmark Cards, Inc. test—a test
which Judge Lourie should have
advised Judge Wallach to follow
since Judge Lourie helped write
that opinion. Group One test
omission analysis.

http://www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2016‐06‐30/obama‐recruits‐goldman‐google‐
to‐help‐refugees‐fleeing‐wars
At least 15 U.S. companies led by Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and Alphabet Inc. [Google]
have pledged money to help the Obama administration resettle refugees fleeing the
Syrian civil war and other international conflicts.
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The White House is leaning on companies to commit money and other assistance to
resettlement programs ahead of a Sept. 20 summit President Barack Obama will host at
the United Nations. Other companies participating in the effort include MasterCard Inc.,
United Parcel Service Inc., HP Inc., and IBM, according to a document obtained by
Bloomberg News.
Reply

K. Craine

August 3, 2016 at 8:34 AM

SECURITY ALERT ‐ MICROSOFT'S SECRET WHITE HOUSE SPY STATE COLORS ARE SHOWING:
Even the mostly Microsoft adoring ZDNet could not avoid this obvious breach of our
personal information on our personal computers.
Zack Whitacker. (Aug. 02, 2016). Microsoft won't fix Windows flaw that lets hackers steal
your username and password. Zero Day / ZDNet.
http://www.zdnet.com/article/windows‐attack‐can‐steal‐your‐username‐password‐and‐
other‐logins/
The flaw, which allows a malicious website to extract user passwords, is made worse if a
user is logged in with a Microsoft account.
A previously disclosed flaw in Windows can allow an attacker to steal usernames and
passwords of any signed‐in user ‐‐ simply by tricking a user into visiting a malicious
website.
But now a new proof‐of‐exploit shows just how easy it is to steal someone's credentials.
The flaw is widely known, and it's said to be almost 20 years old. It was allegedly found in
1997 by Aaron Spangler and was most recently resurfaced by researchers in 2015 at Black
Hat, an annual security and hacking conference in Las Vegas.
The flaw wasn't considered a major issue until Windows 8 began allowing users to sign
into their Microsoft accounts ‐‐ which links their Xbox, Hotmail and Outlook, Office, and
Skype accounts, among others.
Reply

K. Craine

August 3, 2016 at 1:03 PM

Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, clerk who signed all the
opinions in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Clerk Horbaly and his
staff obfuscated when the court's
ruling was challenged by an
amicus curiae brief revealing clear
mistakes of law and new evidence.
See analysis of the misconduct and
misrepresentations within the
Federal Circuit Clerk of Court in
Leader v. Facebook. Mr. Horbaly
failed to disclose his conflicts of
interest and close associations
with numerous Facebook attorneys
and law firms, as
well as his close
association with
one of Facebook's
largest
shareholders,
Microsoft, who is a Director of The
Federal Circuit Bar Association
where Mr. Horbaly is an ex officio
officer. Additionally, the DC Bar
revealed in a written statement
that Clerk Horbaly is not licensed
to practice law in the District of
Columbia. [Editorial: What does
that make the Federal Circuit with
its location within in a stone's
throw of the White House? A self‐
governing state?]

This hacking could be foreign and/or domestic. Karl Rove hacked Ohio voting servers in
2004 according to his former IT chief who died mysteriously six weeks after the deposition
that disclosed this relationship with Rove, Bushes and the RNC.
Theodore Bunker. (Aug. 03, 2016). Security Experts: U.S. Election Faces Hacking Threat.
Newsmax.
http://www.newsmax.com/Politics/election‐security‐hacking‐aspen‐
institute/2016/08/03/id/741983/
The Nov. 8 election is a prime target for hackers, according to a bipartisan organization of
former security and intelligence community officers.
In light of the email hack at the Democratic National Committee, members of the Aspen
Institute Homeland Security Group released a statement.
"Election officials at every level of government should take this lesson to heart: our
electoral process could be a target for reckless foreign governments and terrorist
groups," reads the statement from 31 members of the group and released last week.
"The voting process is critical to our democracy and must be proof against such attacks or
the threat of such attacks. Voting processes and results must receive security akin to
that we expect for critical infrastructure."
Reply

K. Craine

August 4, 2016 at 6:03 AM

Email comment by TEX:
TEX has become a little bit skeptical of things said and done by our two candidates and
their surrogates. The latest example is the Gold Medal family of Army Captain Humayan
Khan , a soldier killed in Iraq. You may remember of the uproar caused by this grieving
father and mother on stage at the DNC. He attacked Trump viciously for his position on
Muslims .

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/08/proof-hillarys-1-trillion-crime.html

Judge Randall R. Rader, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, chief judge responsible for
the (mis)conduct of his judges and
Clerk of Court in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Judge Rader failed to
manage his court resulting in a
likely situation where his judges
never even received briefs that
they allegedly ruled on in favor of
Facebook. Judge
Rader also failed
to disclose his
conflicting
relationships with
a Leader principle
with whom he may have had deep
professional differences during his
time at the Senate Judiciary
Committee—his former professor of
law at George Washington
University Law Center, former
Leader director Professor James P.
Chandler. See analysis of Judge
Rader's undisclosed conflicts of
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What appeared to be innocent and heartbreaking rhetoric has been exposed to be 100%
politically and financially driven. Follow the money.
Grieving dad, Khizr Khan, is a lawyer that has deep ties to Saudi Arabia , Muslim
migration , Sharia Law , and the Clintons. He is a Sharia Law expert/advocate and has
historically supported the social concepts of enslaving women , killing Jews, and killing
gays. He was educated and supported by the Saudis . Saudi Arabia has given $25 million
to the Clinton Foundation . Mr Khan has donated money to the Clinton campaign and the
lobbyist of his law firm is a bundler for her campaign. This firm also represents the
Clintons on their shady taxes and email scandal defense. Ironically this law firm has
previously employed Loretta Lynch.
I understand the sadness that this man feels for the loss of his son. Does he feel sadness
for the loss of the 9/11 victims? The Ft Hood victims? The Orlando or San Bernadino
victims? Does he realize that all of the perpetrators were Muslims? Does he realize that
Muslims, not Trump, killed his son ? Does he realize that the concept of Sharia Law has
set the world on fire ?

interest in Leader v. Facebook.
Judge Rader also
did not stop his
judges from
creating new
arguments and
evidence for
Facebook in the secrecy of
chambers—after they had
debunked all of Facebook's
evidence on appeal, which is a
clear breach of constitutional due
process.
Updated May 22, 2015

Click here to view a Federal
Circuit Leader v. Facebook
Conflicts of Interest Map.

I am sick of this American tip‐toeing around the truth. Trump is brash but brash is
needed to stop this politically correct path leading to our demise. We are facing down a
Clinton machine that lies, cheats, and is as crooked as any political family in our history.
She can not be our president.
Have a great day, TEX
Reply

K. Craine

August 4, 2016 at 8:11 AM

Email comment by TEX:
This was reported recently......
This pretty much summarizes how Obama and most liberals view the US military. Harold
was a bright child. He grew up in America. He went to school and had a bright future
ahead of him.
Harold was full of life but was cut short in a violent moment. While few people had ever
heard of Harold before his death, many did afterward. And in death,something very
shocking happened. What was so shocking, especially when it is compared to the death of
someone else recently in the news? Harold was Harold Greene, Major General, United
States Army. On Aug. 5, 2014, Major General Greene was killed by a Taliban terrorist. He
was returned to America with full military honors. It has been a tradition that the
president attends the funeral of general and flag officers killed in the line of duty.
Richard Nixon attended the funeral of a major general killed in Vietnam and George W.
Bush attended the funeral of Lieutenant General Timothy Maude, who was killed in the
9/11 attack. While Major General Greene was buried, Barack Obama was golfing. The vice
president wasn't there either. Neither was the secretary of defense. Flags were not even
lowered to half staff. https://www.washingtonpost.com/.../obamas‐silence..
Four days after Harold Greene gave his life for America, Michael Brown was killed in
Ferguson, Missouri. Brown was at best a thug. In the minutes before his death, he
committed a robbery at a local convenience store. According to other reports, Brown
struck Officer Darren Wilson and shattered his orbital bone before Officer Wilson shot him
to death fearing for his life.

See "Cover‐up In Process At The
Federal Circuit?" Donna Kline Now!
Sep. 17, 2012.
Leader v. Facebook Legal Research
Links

NOTICE: Opinion
This is an opinion blog. Any information
contained or linked herein should be
independently verified and should be
considered the sole opinion of the writer.
Free Speech and Freedom of the Press are
protected by the First Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution and other local, state,
national and international laws. Therefore,
as with all opinion, such opinion should not
be relied upon without independent
verification.

The snub was not missed by the British.

This site is a not‐for‐profit effort focused on
education, news, investigation of issues in
the public interest, and research, and relies
on fair use copyright exemptions under 17
U.S.C. 106(a)‐117 of the United States
Copyright Act, in addition to any and all
other related and relevant privileges to
which a fair and reasonable person would
attribute to this grassroots effort to root out
corruption and promote justice. No rights
whatsoever to third party content are
claimed or implied.

When Chris Kyle, the most lethal American sniper in history was murdered, there was no
expression of sympathy from the White House. But when Whitney Houston died from drug
overdose, Obama ordered all flags be flown at half mast.

AFI LOGO (with text)

Obama sent a three‐person delegation to Brown's funeral! Obama would not attend the
funeral of the highest ranking military officer killed in the line of duty since 9/11, yet he
sent a delegation to the funeral of a thug.
When Margaret Thatcher, one of America's staunchest allies and Ronald Reagan's partner
in bringing down Soviet communism, died, Obama sent only a small low‐level delegation
to her funeral.

There was no White House delegation at the funeral of an American hero. American
heroes die and Obama goes to the golf course. A thug dies and gets a White House
delegation.
No wonder most "REAL" Americans hold Obama in such contempt, especially members of
our Military.
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And the only difference between Obama and Hillary besides their sexual parts is that
she doesn't play golf.
Have a great day, TEX
Reply

K. Craine

August 4, 2016 at 12:21 PM

Email comment by TEX: [Were you off on holiday with Mavis and Flavia?)
Let's get one thing straight before Obama retires. Obama is a Muslim.

AFI LOGO (no text)

Here's a few facts :
‐ "the most beautiful sound in the world is the Muslim morning call to prayer". BHO
(Barack Hussein Obama)
‐ BHO calls Spain "Andulusia", an Arab term. The Iberian peninsula is a major target for
Islamic re‐entrenchment.
‐ BHO was indoctrinated in a Muslim school in Indonesia.
‐ Both Obama's father and his step father were Muslim's. His mother was obviously
sympathetic to Islamists because she married two of them.
‐ BHO despises Israel. Obama hates Winston Churchill, a man who opposed the spread of
Muhaemedism in the Christian world. He actually sent a bust of Churchill that was in the
foyer of the White House back to England on his first official day as President.
‐ BHO bows to Muslim leaders and shows contempt for non Muslim world leaders. He gave
a path to the bomb and huge amounts of cash to Iran despite their funding of terrorism
against US interests.

CORRUPTION WATCH LIST

‐ BHO removes his wedding ring for Ramadan (last seven years), a Muslim requirement.
‐ BHO says he is Christian but does not go to church and apparently does not believe in
the notion that Jesus WAS and IS the son of God. Muslims believe that lying to infidels is
not, in fact, lying at all. Obama's pastor, Jeremiah Wright, was formerly a Muslim and
hated America.
‐ BHO has stated in several speeches that Sharia law is a great tradition, and he has
stated that our Constitution is a tired and outdated document.
Just wanted to put this on record....... and, by the way, these folks are killing us,
removing our heads, and streaming across our borders. Mosques are going up all across
America. The Democrats are excited about these new voters. I hope they realize that all
of the Jews, LGBT's , movie producers, etc., are on their screen for future attacks.
Please note that it's only Muslim's, going back fifty years, that are slaughtering innocent
people around the world.
Have a great day, TEX.
PS. Hillary wants an Obama third term. Vote accordingly. But wait, if the voting is rigged,
even your vote doesn't matter. We'd better get busy as citizens taking over our rigged
election system.

Faces of the Facebook
Cor r u ption (PDF)
(cu r r ently being u pdated
after the Fr i. Mar . 7, 2014
Scr ibd censor ship of this
docu m ent:
Here is the cast of characters in Leader v.
Facebook. We encourage you to report their
corrupt activities to this site and others, like
Lawless America. Feel free to communicate
anonymously in any way in which you are
most comfortable. The attempt of these
people and their organizations to corrupt
American justice and commerce cannot be
tolerated. Vigilance. We will expose them.
See Congressional Briefings (currently
being updated after Scribd censored the
documents on Fri. Mar. 7, 2014).

A. Facebook's law fir m s:
Reply

K. Craine

August 5, 2016 at 6:00 AM

WHITE PAPER ADVOCATES PAPER BALLOTS AND BI‐PARTISAN COUNTING FROM TOP TO
BOTTOM TO STOP ELECTRONIC "MAN IN THE MIDDLE" ALSO CALLED "KINGPIN" VOTE FRAUD.
White Paper. (Aug. 05, 2016). How can we ensure free and fair election in the November
2016 U.S. elections? Go Paper! Go Manual! Now!
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐08‐05‐WHITE‐PAPER‐How‐can‐we‐ensure‐a‐
fair‐and‐accurate‐vote‐in‐November‐2016.pdf

1. Fe nwick & W e st LLP (Facebook
securities and patent law firm;
former Leader Technologies counsel;
attempted an appearance in Leader
v. Facebook; did not seek conflicts
waiver from Leader prior to
representing Facebook)
2. C o o le y G o dward LLP (Facebook
law firm in Leader v. Facebook;
McBee Strategic energy stimulus
partner; Obama Justice Dept.
advisor; former employer to patent
judges)

STOP "MAN IN THE MIDDLE" VOTE "SHIFTING" (FRAUD)

3. Blank & R o m e LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader v. Facebook; former
employer to patent judges)

Go Paper!
Go Manual!
Now!

4. W hite & C ase LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader v. Facebook;
undisclosed former employer to
Patent Office Freedom of
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One way to do it is just print enough absentee ballots for everyone and use them as the
paper. Bi‐partisan groups counting and delivering the results to the states should NEVER
let the count totals be handed to "professionals" or delegated third parties. Never give
individuals the opportunity to switch or change totals in secret when no one is looking.
Reply
Replies
K. Craine

August 5, 2016 at 7:07 AM

LOL. This beautifully simple, elegant solution puts the ca‐bosh on the
globalist's current dominance over our digital systems. This would mean the
Facebook election winning template that Hillary paid for could not defraud
the vote counts. We love it.

dave123 August 5, 2016 at 8:20 PM
August 5, 2016—In another week, Missouri verification boards across the state
will begin meeting to certify the August 2, 2016 election results.
However, troubling facts are emerging, like every Republican incumbent won.
This is essentially statistically impossible in the current anti‐incumbency
fervor. In one race, one of the candidate’s reported total went down overnight
by more than 600 votes. This cannot happen in a system that by federal
statute is limited to no more than 1 error in 500,000 votes. So, who is fixing our
elections and what do we do about it?
In addition, it was just discovered yesterday that a “man‐in‐the‐middle”
information technology vendor to the state, NTT DATA INC. (listed at NIT DATA
INC in the purchasing database) is a huge Japanese globalist firm owned by
Nippon Telephone and Telegraph – Japan’s AT&T. Nowhere in state disclosures
do we find a conflicts of interest disclosure much less concern that we are
risking our sovereign elections and data to globalist foreign interests.

dave123 August 6, 2016 at 8:58 AM
So, who is fixing our elections and what do we do about it? THE MAN IN THE
MIDDLE information technology vendor to the state, NTT DATA INC. (listed at
NIT DATA INC in the purchasing database) is a huge Japanese globalist firm
owned by Nippon Telephone and Telegraph – Japan’s AT&T. Nowhere in state
disclosures do we find a conflicts of interest disclosure much less concern that
we are risking our sovereign elections and data to globalist foreign interests.

Information Act (FOIA) officer
involved in Leader v. Facebook)
5. G ib so n Dunn LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader v. Facebook;
undisclosed counsel to the Federal
Circuit; undisclosed protégé of Chief
Justice John Roberts, Jr.;
undisclosed former employer to
Preetinder ("Preet") Bharara, U.S.
Attorney currently persecuting Paul
Ceglia in U.S. v. Ceglia (Ceglia v.
Zuckerberg))
6. Orrick H e rringto n LLP (longtime
Facebook law firm and destroyer of
evidence for the cabal in Winklevoss
v. Zuckerberg and ConnectU v.
Facebook)
7. W e il G o tshal LLP (Federal Circuit
counsel in Leader v. Facebook;
Judge Kimberly A. Moore's
undisclosed former client)
8. Latham & W atk ins LLP
(Facebook Director James W.
Breyer's counsel; Judge Kimberly A.
Moore's husband, Matthew J.
Moore's new law firm)
9. Fe de ral C ircuit Bar Asso ciatio n
("FCBA") (Federal Circuit's bar
association; second largest in the
U.S.; Facebook's law firms extert
much influence in its policy and
activity, incl. Fenwick & West LLP,
Gibson Dunn LLP, Orrick
Herrington LLP, Weil Gotschal LLP;
Facebook's large shareholder,
Microsoft, is a director; Federal
Circuit Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly is
an officer; FCBA made an
appearance in Leader v. Facebook to
oppose the amicus curiae (friend of
the court) motion of Dr. Lakshmi
Arunachalam, former Director of
Network Architecture at Sun
Microsystems, in favor of Leader
Technologies and objecting to the
evident conflicts of interest within
the court itself, her motion was
denied, the judges refused to
disclose their conflicts which we now
know include Facebook and
Microsoft stocks)
10. DC Bar Asso ciatio n

Deepsense.io is a big data science company established by former Google,
Facebook and Microsoft software engineers and data scientists. For the past
few years, their team members have been participating and winning many
algorithmic, data science and machine learning competitions.
NTT is known to be tightly aligned with George Soros, The IBM Eclipse
Foundation, Facebook Mark Zuckerberg, Barack Obama, Bill & Hillary Clinton,
NSA warrantless surveillance, The Clinton Foundation and the globalist
proponents of “A New World Order”―on both sides of the isle. Facebook’s Mark
Zuckerberg prides himself on being a “hacker” and calls people who trusted
him “dumb f**ks”, WHO F**Ks OVER HIS SO CALLED FRIENDS .. IBM George Soros
Eclipse Foundation KNEW FACEBOOK was stolen they set up zuckerberg on
facebook

Jason Lasek, Data Scientist, deepsense.io
Robert Bogucki, Chief Science Officer, Deepsense.io
Manahar Paluri, Research Lead/Manager, Facebook AI Research..[ George Soros,
The IBM Eclipse Foundation NSA]
Ravi Srivatsav, Chief Business Development Officer, NTT Innovation Institute,
Inc.
Machine learning and deep learning in the enterprise together are one of the
fastest growing software markets today, expected to reach $40B by 2024
(source: Tractica). AI World and Deepsense.io have teamed up to bring you a
half‐day in‐depth workshop focused on helping your organization understand
the scope, breadth and depth of the solutions available in today’s
marketplace. As you begin your journey into AI and machine learning, your
company will need to understand the options, players and technologies that
can help you gain the competitive benefits of using and deploying these AI
based technologies today [ RIG THE ELECTION
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11. Pe rk ins C o ie LLP (Facebook's
"rapid response enforcement team;"
law firm for Obama's chief counsels,
the husband and wife team of
Robert F. Bauer and Anita B. Dunn;
Bauer was identified on Aug. 1, 2013
as having directed the IRS targeting
of the Tea Party)
12. S tro z Frie db e rg (Facebook’s
"forensic expert" who manipulated
the data in Paul Ceglia v. Mark
Zuckerberg, and who first revealed
the existence of 28 Zuckerberg hard
drives and Harvard emails that they
told Leader Technologies in 2009
were "lost")
13. C handle r Law Firm C harte re d
(Professor James P. Chandler, III,
principal; Leader Technologies
patent counsel; adviser to IBM and
David J. Kappos; adviser to Eric H.
Holder, Jr. and the U.S. Department
of Justice; author of the Economic
Espionage Act of 1996 and the
Federal Trade Secrets Act)

B . Facebook
attor neys &
cooper ating ju dges:
14. G o rdo n K . Davidso n (Fenwick;
Facebook's securities and patent
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attorney; Leader Technologies'
former attorney)

Reply

K. Craine

August 6, 2016 at 10:32 AM

Email comment by AP:
Staff. (Aug. 06, 2016). BREAKING: James Dobson “Unleashes,” Stuns Christians With
Statement on Trump. Conservative Tribune.

15. C hristo phe r P. K ing ( aka
Christopher-Charles King aka
Christopher King aka ChristopherCharles P. King, Fenwick & West
LLP)
16. The o do re B. Olso n (Gibson
Dunn)
17. Tho m as G . H ungar (Gibson
Dunn)

http://conservativetribune.com/james‐dobson‐stuns‐christians/

18. Eric H . H o lde r, Jr. (Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)

Christian author and evangelical leader James Dobson explained his position on GOP
presidential nominee Donald Trump, and claimed a Republican in the White house might
restore some of the religious freedoms that have been stripped away from Christians over
the years.

19. Jam e s C o le (Deputy Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)

Dobson, who is on Trump’s Evangelical Executive Advisory Board, responded to critics in a
piece he wrote for WND and said he believed a Trump presidency would “unleash
Christian activists to fight for their beliefs.”
Reply

K. Craine

August 6, 2016 at 10:58 AM

20. To ny W e st (Associate Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice; 2008
Obama California Campaign
Manager)
21. R o b e rt F. Baue r (Obama
Attorney; White House Chief
Counsel; directed IRS targeting of
the Tea Party; formerly and
currently employed by Perkins Coie
LLP, Facebook's "rapid response
enforcement team;" spouse is Anita
B. Dunn)

http://www.fury.news/2016/08/hillary‐body‐count‐lead‐attorney‐found‐dead/

22. Anita B. Dunn (Obama Attorney;
White House Chief Counsel;
husband Robert F. Bauer directed
IRS targeting of the Tea Party,
formerly employed by Perkins Coie
LLP, Facebook's "rapid response
enforcement team")

It’s becoming increasingly apparent that the last thing you want to do is cross the
Clintons. Over the past several decades, many people who have gotten too close to
unearthing Bill and Hillary’s scandals have wound up dead under mysterious
circumstances.

23. Mary L. S chapiro (former
Chairman, Securities & Exchange
Commission (S.E.C.); holds
investments in 51 Facebook Club
basket funds)

Email comment by GH:
Prissy Holly. (Aug. 05, 2016). Hillary’s Body Count Rises: Lead Attorney Investigating Her
FOUND DEAD. FuryNews.

On Tuesday morning, it was just revealed that Shawn Lucas , the lead attorney who was
working to expose the Democratic National Committee fraud case in Florida was
unexpectedly found dead in his home.
Reply

K. Craine

25. Jo se ph P. C utle r (Perkins Coie)
August 6, 2016 at 11:04 AM

Email comment by GH:
CITIZENS must storm the gates and take control of our elections. The "professionals" have
them completely rigged to their favoriate candidates who feed them goodies.
Ben Wofford, Aaron Mak, Isabelle Taft. (Aug. 05, 2016). How to Hack an Election in 7
Minutes
With Russia already meddling in 2016, a ragtag group of obsessive tech experts is warning
that stealing the ultimate prize—victory on Nov. 8—would be child’s play. Politico.
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/08/2016‐elections‐russia‐hack‐how‐to‐hack‐
an‐election‐in‐seven‐minutes‐214144
When Princeton professor Andrew Appel decided to hack into a voting machine, he didn’t
try to mimic the Russian attackers who hacked into the Democratic National Committee's
database last month. He didn’t write malicious code, or linger near a polling place where
the machines can go unguarded for days.
Instead, he bought one online.
Reply

K. Craine

24. Jam e s "Jam ie " Brigagliano
(former Deputy Director of the
Division of Trading and Markets at
the Securities and Exchange
Commission; Mary L. Schapiro's
chief lieutenant on "dark pool" rule
making)
26. David P. C hiappe tta (Perkins
Coie)
27. Jam e s R . McC ullagh (Perkins
Coie)
28. R am se y M. Al-S alam (Perkins
Coie)
29. G rant E. K inse l (Perkins Coie)
30. R e e ve T. Bull (Gibson Dunn)
31. H e idi K e e fe (Cooley)
32. Michae l G . R ho de s (Cooley; Tesla
Motors)
33. Elizab e th S tam e shk in (Cooley)
34. Do nald K . S te rn (Cooley; Justice
Dept. advisor)
35. Mark R . W e inste in (Cooley)
36. Je ffre y No rb e rg (Cooley)
37. R o nald Le m ie ux (Cooley)
38. C raig W . C lark (Blank Rome)
39. To m Am is (Cooley / McBee
Strategic)
40. Erich Ve ite nhe im e r (Cooley /
McBee Strategic)

August 6, 2016 at 11:06 AM

Email comment by GH/JM/AS:
Addison Riddleberger. (Aug. 04, 2016). SPREAD THIS: Media RIGGING The Polls, Hiding New
Evidence Proving Trump Is WINNING. The Truth Division.

41. R o e l C am po s (Cooley; former
Commissioner of the U.S. Securities
& Exchange Commission at the time
of the infamous Facebook 12(g)
exemption)
42. Lisa T. S im pso n (Orrick)
43. Indra Ne e l C hatte rje e (Orrick)

http://thetruthdivision.com/2016/08/spread‐this‐media‐rigging‐the‐polls‐hiding‐this‐
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evidence‐proving‐trump‐is‐winning

44. S am ue l O'R o urk e (Facebook;
Cooley-directed)

There’s no doubt about it — the liberal media’s polls are rigged from the bottom up. How
do we know this?

45. The o do re W . Ullyo t (Facebook;
Cooley-directed)

Reply

46. Am b e r H . R o ve r, aka Am b e r L.
H agy aka Am b e r H atfie ld (Weil
Gotshal LLP; Judge Kimberly A.
Moore's former client)

K. Craine

August 6, 2016 at 2:10 PM

47. Edward R . R e ine s (Weil Gotschal)

Email comment by TEX and Jeff Foxworthy:

48. Trish H arris (DC Bar Association)

The Fence Test ..

49. Elizab e th A. H e rm an (DC Bar
Association)

You can't get any more accurate than this!

50. Elizab e th J. Branda (DC Bar
Association)

This is straightforward country thinking.
by Jeff Foxworthy
Which side of the fence?
If you ever wondered which side of the fence you sit on, this is a great test!
If a Republican doesn't like guns, he doesn't buy one.

51. David J. K appo s (former Patent
Office Director; former IBM chief
intellectual property counsel;
ordered unprecedented 3rd reexam
of Leader Technologies' patent;
Obama political appointee)
52. Pre e tinde r ("Pre e t") Bharara
(U.S. Attorney Ceglia v.
Zuckerberg; formerly of Gibson &
Dunn LLP; protects Zuckerberg)

If a Democrat doesn't like guns, he wants all guns outlawed.

53. Tho m as J. K im (SEC Chief
Counsel)

If a Republican is a vegetarian, he doesn't eat meat.

54. Anne K rausk o pf (SEC Special Sr.
Counsel)

If a Democrat is a vegetarian, he wants all meat products banned for everyone.

55. Jo hn G . R o b e rts, Jr. (Chief
Justice, U.S. Supreme Court)

If a Republican is homosexual, he quietly leads his life.
If a Democrat is homosexual, he demands legislated respect.
If a Republican is down‐and‐out, he thinks about how to better his situation.
If a Democrat is down‐and‐out he wonders who is going to take care of him.
If a Republican doesn't like a talk show host, he switches channels.
A Democrat demands that those they don't like be shut down.
If a Republican is a non‐believer, he doesn't go to church.
A Democrat non‐believer wants any mention of God and religion silenced.
If a Republican decides he needs health care, he goes about shopping for it, or may
choose a job that provides it.

56. Jan H o rb aly (Federal Circuit,
Clerk of Court)
57. K im b e rly A. Mo o re (Judge,
Federal Circuit)
58. Matthe w J. Mo o re (Latham &
Watkins LLP; husband of Judge
Kimberly A. Moore)
59. K athryn "K athy" R ue m m le r
(Latham & Watkins LLP; White
House counsel)
60. Evan J. W allach (Judge, Federal
Circuit)
61. Alan D. Lo urie (Judge, Federal
Circuit)
62. R andall R . R ade r (Chief Judge,
Federal Circuit)
63. Te re nce P. S te wart (Federal
Circuit Bar Association)

If a Democrat decides he needs health care, he demands that the rest of us pay for his.

64. Le o nard P. S tark (Judge,
Delaware U.S. District Court)

If a Republican reads this, he'll forward it so his friends can have a good laugh.

65. R ichard J. Arcara (Judge, N.Y.
Western District, Ceglia v. Holder et
al)

A Democrat will delete it because he's "offended."

66. Alle n R . MacDo nald
(Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent
Office)

Reply

67. S te phe n C . S iu (Administrative
Judge, U.S. Patent Office)
K. Craine

August 6, 2016 at 2:20 PM

Email comment by various readers:

68. Me re dith C . Pe travick
(Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent
Office)

Unknown. (Jun. 01, 2016). The Media Won't Show You ‐ PARIS AT WAR. Our Eye On Islam.

69. Jam e s T. Mo o re (Administratie
Judge, U.S. Patent Office)

https://youtu.be/UD7UA1d‐WnA

70. Pinchus M. Laufe r (Sr. Counsel,
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
PTAB)

Migrant gangs at war with police and locals. Footage captured in Central Paris.
Media silent so invasion of "refugees" can continue.

71. K im b e rly Jo rdan (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)

Law breaks down.

72. Danie l J. R ym an (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)

Share this video.
Before it gets deleted.
Reply
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73. W illiam J. S to ffe l (Counsel,
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
PTAB)
74. Jam e s C . Payne (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
75. De andra M. H ughe s (Examiner,
Leader v. Facebook reexamination)
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Replies
K. Craine

August 6, 2016 at 3:23 PM

Thanks to an AFI investigator who downloaded this YouTube video. Here is the
raw MP4 video to download to prevent censorship (44.4 MB):
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐08‐01‐PARIS‐AT‐WAR‐footage‐of‐
immigrant‐gangs‐rioting‐Our‐Eyes‐On‐Islam‐Aug‐01‐2016.mp4
Reply

K. Craine

August 6, 2016 at 5:51 PM

Email comment by GH:
Prissy Holly. (Aug. 05, 2016). Hillar's Body Count Rises: Lead Attorney Investigation Her
FOUND DEAD. FuryNews.
http://www.fury.news/2016/08/hillary‐body‐count‐lead‐attorney‐found‐dead/
It just goes to show that this woman will do whatever it takes to become president of the
United States, to include killing anyone who gets in her way!
PDF for download of this article (includes the COMPLAINT and Shawn Lucas DEATH REPORT
below):
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐08‐05‐Hillary‐s‐Body‐Count‐Rises‐Lead‐
Attorney‐Shawn‐Lucas‐Investigating‐Her‐FOUND‐DEAD‐by‐Prissy‐Holly‐FuryNews‐Aug‐05‐
2016.pdf
SHAWN LUCAS DEATH NOTICE ‐ MAY YOU REST IN PEACE AND FIND JUSTICE:
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐08‐05‐SHAWN‐LUCAS‐DEATH‐REPORT‐Doc‐No‐
24‐1‐filed‐Aug‐05‐2016‐Wilding‐et‐al‐v‐DNC‐Services‐Corp‐et‐al‐Case‐No‐ 16‐cv‐61511‐WJZ‐
Aug‐05‐2016.pdf
COMPLAINT SERVED BY SHAWN SMITH ON HILLARY CLINTON AND THE DNC:
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐06‐28‐COMPLAINT‐Doc‐No‐1‐filed‐Jun‐28‐
2016‐Wilding‐et‐al‐v‐DNC‐Services‐Corp‐et‐al‐Case‐No‐ 16‐cv‐61511‐WJZ‐Jun‐28‐2016.pdf
May you rest in peace and your memory be eternal, Shawn Lucas. May your death not be
in vain.
Reply

K. Craine

August 7, 2016 at 2:18 PM

Email comment by DL:
Another strike against the globalist takeover.
Tax Havens. (Aug. 5, 2016). Stiglitz resigns from Panama Papers commission. The Guardian.
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/aug/06/two‐resign‐from‐panama‐papers‐
commission‐over‐publicity‐of‐report
Nobel prize‐winning economist steps down saying Panama government refused to
guarantee report would be made public
The committee set up to investigate the lack of transparency in Panama’s financial
system itself lacks transparency, Nobel prize‐winning economist Joseph Stiglitz has said
after resigning from the Panama Papers commission.
The leak in April of more than 11.5m documents from the Panamanian law firm Mossack
Fonseca detailed financial information from offshore accounts and potential tax evasion by
the rich and powerful.
Stiglitz and Swiss anti‐corruption expert Mark Pieth joined a seven‐member commission to
investigate Panama’s notoriously opaque financial system, but both quit the group on
Friday, saying Panama refused to guarantee the committee’s report would be made
public.
The Panama Papers: how the world’s rich and famous hide their money offshore
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76. K athryn W alsh S ie hnde l (FOIA
Counsel, U.S. Patent Office - bio and
conflicts log concealed)
77. De nnis C . Blair (Director, U.S.
National Intelligence)
78. De nnis F. S aylo r, IV (Judge,
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court, FISA)
79. Jam e s E. Bo asb e rg (Judge,
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court, FISA)
80. Jam e s P. C handle r, III
(President, National Intellectual
Property Law Institute, NIPLI; The
Chandler Law Firm Chartered;
advisor to Asst. Att'y Gen. Eric H.
Holder, Jr., Dept. of Justice;
Member, National Infrastructure
Assurance Commission, NIAC;
advisor to Federal Circuit Chief
Judge Randall R. Rader; advisor to
Sen. Orrin Hatch; author, The
Federal Trade Secrets Act and the
Economic Espionage Act of 1996;
Leader Technologies' legal counsel,
along with Fenwick & West LLP)

C. Facebook pu ppet
m aster s:
81. Pre side nt Barack Ob am a
(appointed Leonard P. Stark to the
judge's seat in Delaware Federal
District Court eight days after
Stark's court allowed Facebook to get
away with jury and court
manipulation of an on-sale bar
verdict which was attained without a
single piece of hard evidence; Barack
and Michelle Obama were evidently
protecting their 47 million "likes" on
Facebook)
82. Lawre nce "Larry" S um m e rs
(Harvard President who aided
Zuckerberg's light-speed rise to
prominence with unprecedented
Harvard Crimson coverage; Obama
bailout chief; Clinton Treasury
Secretary; World Bank Chief
Economist; "Special Advisor" to
Marc Andreessen in Instagram; cocreator of the current Russian robber
baron economy; close 20-year
relationships with protégés Sheryl
Sandberg & Yuri Milner; aided in
recommendations that created the
Russian robber baron economy—and
Yuri Milner/DST/Asmanov's money
used to purchase Facebook stock)
83. Jam e s W . Bre ye r, Acce l
Partne rs LLP; Facebook director;
client of Fenwick & West LLP since
the 1990's; apparently received
technology from other Fenwick
clients that was shuffled to
Zuckerberg, incl. Leader
Technologies' inventions)
84. David Plo uffe ; directed Obama's
2008 and 2012 campaigns; a selfdescribed "statistics nerd;" likely
directed the activities of the
Facebook Club; employed Robert F.
Bauer, Perkins Coii LLP in 2000 at
the Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee
85. McBe e S trate gic (one of the main
"private" arms responsible for
dolling out the billions in Obama
"green energy" stimulus funds;
partnered with Cooley Godward
LLP)
86. Mik e S he e hy (Cooley-McBee
Strategic principal; former National
Security Adviser to House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi)
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Guardian analysis of leaked papers will show how influential people including heads of
government have exploited tax havens
“I thought the government was more committed, but obviously they’re not,” Stiglitz said.
“It’s amazing how they tried to undermine us.”
Reply

87. Nancy Pe lo si (U.S.
Congresswoman; appears to be
running political cover in the House
for Facebook, McBee Strategic,
Cooley Godward, Fenwick & West,
Breyers, etc.)
88. H arry R e id (U.S. Senator; Judge
Evan J. Wallach patron)

Replies
dave123 August 8, 2016 at 5:39 AM
Why weren’t we told about the Japanese mega vendors lurking in the
shadows?
NTT is known to be tightly aligned with George Soros, The IBM Eclipse
Foundation, Barack Obama, Bill & Hillary Clinton, NSA warrantless surveillance,
The Clinton Foundation and the globalist proponents of “A New World
Order”―on both sides of the isle.
Seems like our Missouri state officials are selling us out even without fixing our
elections. Did you get the memo? Neither did I, at least not until a few days
ago.
It is time for Missourians to rise up, take back our government, and ensure
that our elections are truly fair and bi‐partisan.

89. Tho m as J. K im (SEC, Chief
Counsel & Assoc. Director) approved
Facebook's 500-shareholder
exemption on Oct. 14, 2007, one day
after it was submitted by Fenwick &
West LLP; Facebook used this
exemption to sell $3 billion insider
stock to the Russians Alisher
Asmanov, Yuri Milner, DST, Digital
Sky, Mail.ru which pumped
Facebook's pre-IPO valuation to
$100 billion; another Harvard grad,
Kim worked at Latham & Watkins
LLP which was the chief lobbyist for
the National Venture Capital
Association in 2002-2004 whose
Chairman was . . . James W. Beyer,
Accel Partners LLP; in other words
Breyer and Kim, both Harvard
grads, were associated at the time of
the Zuckerberg hacking and theft of
Leader Technologies' software code)
90. Ping Li (Accel Partners, Zuckerberg
handler)

Reply

91. Jim S wartz (Accel Partners;
Zuckerberg handler)
K. Craine

August 8, 2016 at 6:28 AM

Email comment by GH:
Chuck Ross. (Jul. 13, 2016). New Ties Emerge Between Clinton And Mysterious Islamic
Cleric. The Daily Caller.
http://dailycaller.com/2016/07/13/new‐ties‐emerge‐between‐clinton‐and‐mysterious‐
islamic‐cleric/
A newly‐released email and lobbying documents filed with Congress reveals new ties
between Clintonworld and members of a network operated by a mysterious Islamic cleric
from Turkey.
Connections between Clinton and acolytes of the imam, Fethullah Gulen, could muddle
the complex relationship between the U.S. and Turkey, a key NATO ally, if the former
secretary of state wins the White House.
Reply

K. Craine

August 8, 2016 at 6:48 AM

Email comment by TEX:
Our office has been so quiet these last few months because the twins, Flavia and Mavis,
took some time off to " prepare for Rio". Never really gave it much thought but was sure
that it would be quite entertaining. The girls are actually very athletic. You may recall
that Flavia threw a refrigerator about 15 yards during her first divorce , and Mavis ate
seven large watermelons in one sitting. Of course "the sitting" was actually in a water
melon field in South Texas after knocking down a few Shiner beers the night before.
They never cease to amaze.
Last night , while watching the Olympics to see if Bob Costa would talk about gun control
, transgender bathrooms, or climate change, I saw the twins. They were in the
competition swimming compound doing their thing. They had actually illegally crossed
the border of East Timor last February, and tried out for the ET synchronized diving
team. Since there was not a pool big enough to train , they dove off the back of the
police station into an old mattress. Flavia overcame several strange injuries during their
training. Their unique dive last night set the judges into a tizzy......how do they score a
piggy back leap, Mavis on the back of Flavia, with a double twist cannon ball ? The fun
part was that the girls wore wet diving suits and face masks to avoid as much of the
fleshing eating bacteria and Zika mosquitos as possible. They splash more water out of
the pool than all other divers combined. It was beautiful to watch.
Now I realize that this little quip has nothing to do with patents, politics, or voter fraud,
but it does show why Americans can truly make an impact if they want to illegally cross
into other countries and share our American ingenuity.
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92. S he ryl K . S andb e rg (Facebook,
Summers protégé; Facebook
director)
93. Y uri Milne r (DST aka Digital Sky,
Summers protégé; former Bank
Menatep executive; Facebook
director)
94. Alishe r Asm ano v (DST aka Digital
Sky; Goldman Sachs Moscow
partner; Russian oligarch; Friend of
the Kremlin; Became the Richest
Man in Russia after the Facebook
IPO)
95. Marc L. Andre e sse n (Zuckerberg
coach; client of Fenwick & West LLP
and Christopher P. King aka
Christopher-Charles King aka
Christopher King aka ChristopherCharles P. King; Summers' sponsor
during Instagram-scam; Facebook
director)
96. Pe te r Thie l (19-year old Zuckerberg
coach; PayPal; Facebook director;
CEO, Clarion Capital)
97. C lario n C apital (Peter Thiel)
98. R e id G . H o ffm an (19-year old
Zuckerberg coach; PayPal; LinkedIn;
Facebook director)
99. R ichard W o lpe rt (Accel Partners)
100. R o b e rt K e tte rso n (Fidelity
Ventures; Fidelity Equity Partners;
Fidelity Ventures
Telecommunications & Technology)
101. David K ilpatrick (Business
Insider; "The Facebook Effect"; PR
cleanse-meister re. Facebook
origins)
102. Zynga/G ro upo n/Link e dIn/S q u
are /Instagram ("Facebook
Money/Credits/Bitcoin" feeder
companies)
103. Te sla Mo to rs (received $465
million in Obama stimulus funds
and hired Cooley's Michael Rhodes
in the seven months before the
Leader v. Facebook trial, just before
veteran Judge Joseph Farnan made
the surprise announcement of his
retirement, just six days after
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Have a great day, TEX
Reply

Rain Onyourparade August 8, 2016 at 8:40 AM
MISSOURI'S AUG. 2, 2016 ELECTION WAS RIGGED:
I just sent AFI two emails from a Google email account that Google has "disabled" ‐ the
new word for government censoring of Free Speech. These emails uncover a clever
techie game that is going on with electronic voting machines (in addition to the Man‐in‐
the‐Middle scheme that fixes vote totals before they are reported) and the voting
process, not only in Missouri, but across the country. Spread the word.
Missouri Election Fraud! (Aug. 05, 2016). Hey Missourians, we need to fix a truly
destructive problem with our elections; they’re not free or fair. Missouri Citizen whose
Gmail account was shut down after sending this message.
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐08‐05‐CENSORED‐BY‐GMAIL‐Hey‐Missourians‐
we‐need‐to‐fix‐a‐truly‐destructive‐problem‐with‐our‐elections‐theyre‐not‐free‐or‐fair‐Aug‐
05‐2016.pdf
Missouri Election Fraud! (Aug. 07, 2016). Missouri verification boards in each district have
not certified the Aug 2 primary election. Missouri Citizen whose Gmail account was shut
down after sending this message.
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐08‐07‐CENSORED‐BY‐GMAIL‐Missouri‐
verification‐boards‐in‐each‐district‐have‐not‐certified‐the‐Aug‐2‐primary‐election‐Aug‐07‐
2016.pdf

Facebook's disasterous Markman
Hearing)
104. S o lyndra (received $535 million in
Obama stimulus at the
recommendation of the CooleyMcBee Strategic "consulting"
alliance)
105. BrightS o urce (received $1.6
billion in Obama stimulus at the
recommendation of the CooleyMcBee Strategic "consulting"
alliance)
106. Jo hn P. Bre ye r (father of James
W. Breyer; founder of IDG Capital
Partners - China; coached his son on
exploiting Western markets while he
quietly built a venture capital
business in China for the last 20
years; the real brain behind the
Breyer exploitations
107. IDG C apital Partne rs (C hina)
(founded by John P. Breyer, the
father of James W. Breyer, Accel
Partners; the current launderer of
the tens of billions James W has
fleeced from the U.S. market from
the bailout, stimulus and the "pump
& dump" Facebook IPO schemes)
108. G o ldm an S achs (received US
bailout funds; then invested with
DST in Facebook private stock via
Moscow; took Facebook public;
locked out American investors from
investing)
109. Mo rgan S tanle y (received US
bailout funds; took Facebook public;
probably participated in oversees
purchases of Facebook private stock
before IPO)

Reply

K. Craine

August 8, 2016 at 9:54 AM

Rain just shared an email screenshot to a Gmail account where this "warning" message
was displayed. Interesting new development in censorship: Warn the user about a
possible virus to get him or her to decide not to open the message. That's essentially
self‐censorship.
Here's the screenshot of his/her Android phone:
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/censored‐screenshot_2016‐08‐08‐09‐24‐16.jpg

110. S tate S tre e t C o rpo ratio n
(received U.S. taxpayer bailout
monies along with Goldman Sachs
and Morgan Stanley; consolodating
control of ATM banking networks
internationally
111. JP Mo rgan C hase (received U.S.
taxpayer bailout monies along with
Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and
State Street Corporation)
112. Llo yd Blank fe in (Goldman Sachs,
CEO)

Reply

Glenn Hamm August 8, 2016 at 11:45 AM
That explains why my Twitter account emails won't go through

113. Jam ie Dim o n (JP MorganChase,
CEO)
114. S te ve C utle r (JP MorganChase,
General Counsel)
115. R o dgin C o he n (JP MorganChase,
Outside Counsel; Sullivan Cromwell,
LLP)

Reply

dave123 August 8, 2016 at 6:09 PM
The July Wikileaks release of nearly 20,000 Democratic National Committee (DNC) emails
validated the concerns of Bernie Sanders supporters that the DNC helped rig the primary
election for Clinton. These emails provided a glimpse into how the DNC and the
mainstream media work together in providing public relations support for the Democratic
establishment.
Rather than informing voters to enrich democracy, the mainstream media has developed
a feedback loop between support for particular candidates and the political agenda they
intend to support. The freedom of the press is necessary for a democracy to function.
This freedom was subverted by the DNC at the consent of the mainstream media outlets.
Instead of remaining autonomous, they allowed themselves to be manipulated by the
DNC to back Clinton’s coronation as the Democratic presidential nominee.
Reply
Replies
dave123 August 8, 2016 at 6:23 PM
DNC Communications Director Miranda leaked a letter Sanders wrote to the
DNC in early May to Wall Street Journal reporter Laura Meckler, who used it to
write a hit piece on Sanders. “You didn’t get this from me,” Miranda wrote. A
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116. U.S . S e curitie s & Exchange
C o m m issio n (granted Fenwick &
West's application on behalf of
Facebook for an unpredented
exemption to the 500 shareholder
rule; opened the floodgated for
Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley
to make a private market in
Facebook pre-IPO insider stock;
facilitated the influx of billions of
dollars from "dubious" sources
associated with Russian oligarchs,
Alisher Asmanov and Yuri Milner,
and the Kremlin; Goldman Sachs is
a partner with this Moscow
company, Digital Sky Technologies,
aka DST, aka Mail.ru)
117. Je ff Mark e y (McBee Strategic
LLC; allied with Facebook's Cooley
Godward Kronish LLP to arrange
Obama's green energy funding;
arranged $1.6 billion for failed
BrightSource and $535 million for
failed Solyndra)
118. S te ve McBe e (McBee Strategic
LLC; allied with Facebook's Cooley
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few days later, Miranda used the same reporter to criticize complaints from
the Sanders campaign over DNC platform committee appointments.
After MSNBC correspondent Mika Brzezinski criticized Rep. Debbie Wasserman
Schultz, and called for her to resign as DNC chairperson, she complained to
host Chuck Todd, ultimately calling MSNBC’s president Phil Griffin to have his
network stop the negative coverage of her. “This is the LAST straw. Please call
Phil Griffin. This is outrageous. She needs to apologize,” Wasserman Schultz
wrote in an email.
Reply

Cindy Rostankowski August 9, 2016 at 6:30 AM
I am new to this blog, but have been reading it for years. Felt I had to speak up about
this voter fraud thing. Looks like the globalists are going to steal the 2016 election unless
we citizens figuratively place armed guards around our voting processes. The electronic
voting is obviously the globalist's paradise. A friend of mine sent me this email about a
Missouri grandmother with spunk.
Integrity of electronic voting systems & vendors called into question
MISSOURI GRANDMOTHER CALLS STATE POWERS TO ACCOUNT IN ELECTION COMPLAINT
August 08, 2016 — A Missouri grandmother, Janet Farrar, today filed an election complaint
with Missouri’s Election Integrity division.
Ms. Farrar wrote that she:
“. . . cares deeply about whether or not our Missouri elections are free and fair. If they
are not, then I will not have left a sound Republic to my grandbabies.”
The complaint follows on the heels of a weekend that saw Gmail “disable” the email
account of a Missouri political activist who first revealed the possibility of systemic vote
fraud in Missouri. Then, this morning, as PDF versions of those censored emails were
being distributed, Gmail users began seeing malicious software warnings appear,
discouraging people from opening the message. Here they are for download and
redistribution: Message One | Message Two.
Welcome to the new world of public‐private censorship where private digital vendors,
like Google (who now “advises” the Department of Defense) work closely with the
government and together censor unwelcomed content with a raft of euphemistic security
notices “to improve the user experience.”
Ahhhh, the helpful and reassuring voices of the New State‐sponsored Censorship.
Full Complaint
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐08‐08‐Janet‐D‐Farrar‐Missouri‐Election‐
Complaint‐Form‐August‐08‐2016.pdf
Reply

Lancelot August 9, 2016 at 7:21 AM
ADD VOTER FRAUD CRIME to all of the above. See this article/link:
Aaron Klein. (Aug. 08, 2016).
Exclusive ‐ Roger Stone: Don't Trust The Voting Machines. Breitbart.
http://www.breitbart.com/big‐government/2016/08/08/exclusive‐roger‐stone‐dont‐trust‐
voting‐machines/
There is serious concern about voter fraud and the manipulation of voting machines in
the upcoming presidential election, Donald Trump’s longtime confident Roger Stone
stated.
Here is more proof yesterday from Missouri:
https://whttps://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/MO1.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/MO2.pdf
Missouri Grandmother proves electronic voting in Missouri is fraudulent
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐08‐08‐Janet‐D‐Farrar‐Missouri‐Election‐
Complaint‐Form‐August‐08‐2016.pdf
Reply
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Godward Kronish LLP to arrange
Obama's green energy funding;
arranged $1.6 billion for failed
BrightSource and $535 million for
failed Solyndra)
119. Michae l F. McG o wan (Stroz
Friedberg; Facebook forensic expert
who lied about his knowledge of the
contents of the 28 Zuckerberg hard
drives and Harvard Email accounts)
120. Bryan J. R o se (Stroz Friedberg;
Facebook forensic expert who lied
about his knowledge of the contents
of the 28 Zuckerberg hard drives
and Harvard Email accounts)
121. Dr. S aul G re e nb e rg (Facebook's
expert witness from the University
of Calgary; disingenuously waived
his hands and said he would be
"wild guessing" about the purpose of
a Java "sessionstate" import
statement (even Java newbies know
it is used for tracking a user while in
a web session); in short, Dr.
Greeberg lied to the jury, thus
discrediting his testimony)
122. To ni To wne s-W hitle y (CGI
Federal; Michelle Obama's 1985
Princeton classmate; CGI "donated"
$47 million to the Obama campaign;
CGI won the no-bid contract to build
the www.healthcare.gov Obamacare
website; CGI shut off the security
features on Obama's reelection
donation sites to increase donations)
123. C G I Fe de ral (US division of a
Canadian company; Donated $47
million to Obama's reelection, then
received the no-bid contract to build
the ill-fated Obamacare website;
Michelle Obama's Princeton
classmate, Toni Townes-Whitely, is a
Senior Vice President of CGI; the
website is replete with social
features and links to Facebook)
124. K athle e n S e b e lius (Obama's
Secretary of Health & Human
Services since 2009 responsible for
$678 million Obamacare
implementation; made the decision
to hire CGI Federal on a no-bid
contract despite the evident conflict
of interest with Michelle Obama and
$47 million in Obama campaign
donations by CGI; the website is
replete with social features and links
to Facebook)
125. To dd Y . Park (White House Chief
Technology Officer (CTO); former
CTO for Health & Human Services;
chief architect of HealthCare.gov;
founder, director, CEO,
Athenahealth, Inc.; founder,
director, CEO, Castlight Health, Inc.)
126. Frank M. S ands, S r. / Frank M.
S ands, Jr. (Founder and CEO,
respectively, of Sands Capital
Management LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 13G acquisition
reports for Athenahealth, Inc.,
Baidu, Inc. (ADR) and Facebook
stock during 2012; masked the
association of Todd Y. Park with
Athenahealth, Inc. and Baidu, Inc.,
and the association of both of those
companies with the Facebook IPO
fraud)
127. R o b in "H andso m e R e ward"
Y ango ng Li (CEO, Baidu, Inc.
(ADR); appointed Jan. 2004, the
same month that Mark Zuckerberg
obtained Leader Technologies' social
networking source code to start
Facebook; R o b in Y . Li is very likely
associated with John P. and James
W. Breyer through their Chinese
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K. Craine

August 9, 2016 at 7:54 AM

THE CLINTON FOUNDATION, $1 TRILLION CRIME, HILLARY CLINTON
Ian Hanchett. (Aug. 08, 2016). MSNBC’s Brzezinski: Clinton Set Up Server for ‘Self‐Serving
Reason,’ May Have Been to ‘Widen the Footprint’ of Foundation. Breitbart/MSNBC.
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/08/08/msnbcs‐brzezinski‐clinton‐set‐up‐server‐for‐
self‐serving‐reason‐may‐have‐been‐to‐widen‐the‐footprint‐of‐foundation/
On Monday’s broadcast of MSNBC’s “Morning Joe,” co‐host Mika Brzezinski argued that
Democratic presidential nominee former Secretary of State set up her private email
server for a “self‐serving reason” “And it was done, whether it’s to widen the footprint of
the foundation while she was secretary of state, or, whatever, paranoia, but, they set up
a server, because they didn’t want it in the State Department.”
Brzezinski said, during a discussion of Clinton’s answers about her email, “I think there’s
a bigger problem. … What really worried me is that there’s a bigger picture here, that
they are, I don’t want to say covering up, because it sounds like completely illegal, I
think there was just a self‐serving reason to set up the own — the private server, that
was completely inappropriate. And it was done, whether it’s to widen the footprint of
the foundation while she was secretary of state, or, whatever, paranoia, but, they set up
a server, because they didn’t want it in the State Department. Can we go back to the
beginning here and not talk about the five emails that weren’t marked or were marked,
and whether or not she knew they were marked. It was wrong. All of it.”
Reply

K. Craine

August 9, 2016 at 7:58 AM

Email comment by KM:
WHAT ARE MY CHOICES:

The folks speaking out against Trump are helping me make up my mind a little more
every day!
Is he the Perfect Candidate whose thoughts mirrors mine on all fronts? NOPE
Does he say everything the way I wish he would say it? NOPE
Am I absolutely sure that his motives are absolutely Pure? NOPE
Can I point to any other Dem Politician that I like better? NOPE
Is there any of the other RINO Politicians I like better? NOPE
Am I going to sit home, refuse to Vote, and let Hillary win; because he is NOT Perfect?
NOPE
Do I like what I have seen for the last 7‐1/2 years with the Jerk that sleeps in my White
House? NOPE
Do I like the "fundamental changes" that same Jerk has brought about in MY America?
NOPE

OK, your turn to decide what you are going to do in about 4 months!
Trump's presidential qualifications…
Obama is against Trump... Check
The Media are against Trump... Check
The establishment Democrats are against Trump... Check
The establishment Republicans are against Trump... Check
The Pope is against Trump... Check
The UN is against Trump... Check
The EU is against Trump... Check
China is against Trump... Check
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entities, including IDG Capital
Partners, IDG-Accel and other
variants; Li appointed a junior
attorney from Fenwick & West LLP,
Palo Alto/Mountain View, namely
Parker Zhang, to be his "Head of
Patents;" Fenwick & West LLP
represented both Leader
Technologies, Inc. and Accel Partners
LLC in 2002-2003 and had Leader's
source code in their files.)
128. Park e r Zhang ("Head of Patents"
at Baidu, Inc. (ADR), appointed in
approx. May 2012; formerly a junior
Associate attorney at Fenwick &
West LLP; graduate from Michigan
Law in 2005)
129. Pe nny S . Pritzk e r (Secretary,
Department of Commerce; replaced
Rebecca M. Blank; holds over $24
million in Facebook "dark pools"
stock, most notably in Goldman
Sachs, Morgan Stanley and
JPMorgan)
130. R e b e cca M. Blank (Secretary,
Department of Commerce; oversaw
the dubious Leader v. Facebook
activities of the Patent Office
Director, David J. Kappos, who held
over one million dollars in Facebook
"dark pools" during the Leader v.
Facebook proceedings; Kappos
purchased this stock within weeks of
his surprise recess appointment by
President Obama; Kappos also was
formerly employed by IBM, who sold
Facebook 750 patents during the
Leader v. Facebook proceedings;
right before leaving the Patent
OFfice, Kappos also ordered an
unprecedented 3rd reexamination of
Leader's patent without even
identifying claims)
131. Mary L. S chapiro (Chairman,
Securities & Exchange Commission;
holds 51 Facebook "dark pools" stocks
which held stock in Facebook, Baidu
and more than a dozen Facebook
crony companies; failed to regulate
the "dark pools;" failed to disclose
her substantial conflict of interest in
regulating the run up to the
Facebook IPO)
132. R o b e rt C . H anco ck (Chief
Compliance Officer, Sands Capital
Management, LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of
acquisition reports for Athenahealth,
Baidu and Facebook during the
period of the Facebook IPO in 2012;
this conduct masked the conflicts of
interest of Todd Y. Park, who was
appointed by President Obama to be
the U.S. Chief Technology Officer
during this same period; Todd Y.
Park is/has been founder, director
and CEO of both Athenahealth and
Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park
deeply embedded the software from
Athenahealth and Castlight Health
into HealthCare.gov when he was
CTO at Health & Human Services;
none of these conflicts of interest
were disclosed; Todd Y. Park's ethics
pledges and reports are missing
from the Office of Government
Ethics)
133. Jo nathan G o o dm an (Chief
Counsel, Sands Capital
Management, LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of
acquisition reports for Athenahealth,
Baidu and Facebook during the
period of the Facebook IPO in 2012;
this conduct masked the conflicts of
interest of Todd Y. Park, who was
appointed by President Obama to be
the U.S. Chief Technology Officer
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Mexico is against Trump... Check
Soros is against Trump... Check
Black Lives Matter is against Trump... Check
Move On is against Trump... Check
Koch Brothers are against Trump... Check
Bushes are against Trump ... Check
Planned Parenthood is against Trump....Check
Hillary & Bernie are both against Trump ... Check
Illegal aliens are against Trump ... Check
Islam is against Trump ... Check
Kasich is against Trump ... Check
Hateful, racist, violent Liberals are against Trump.. Check
NOW THAT BEING SAID...
It seems to me, Trump MUST BE the Best Qualified Candidate we could ever have.
If you have so many political insiders and left wing NUT CASES‐‐‐ all SCARED TO DEATH,
that they all speak out against him at the same time!
Most of all, it will be the People's Choice...
PLUS
He's not a Lifetime Politician...Check
He's not a Lawyer.....Check
He's not doing it for the money...Check
He's a Natural Born American Citizen born in the USA from American parents. . .
Bonus points !
Whoopi says she will leave the country...
Rosie says she will leave the country...
Sharpton says he will leave the country...
Cher says she will leave the country...
Cyrus says she will leave the country...
The Constitution and the Bill of Rights will prevail....
Hillary will go to jail.....
The budget will be balanced in 8 years....
Americans will have first choice at jobs.....
You will not be able to marry your pet....
You will be able to keep your gun(s) if you qualify... (Not a criminal or crazy, etc.)
Only living, registered U.S. citizens can vote....
MUST SHOW ID TO VOTE...
You can have and keep your own doctor.....
You can say whatever you want without being called a racist, Islamophobic, xenophobic,
etc....
He will make AMERICA GREAT AGAIN!
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during this same period; Todd Y.
Park is/has been founder, director
and CEO of both Athenahealth and
Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park
deeply embedded the software from
Athenahealth and Castlight Health
into HealthCare.gov when he was
CTO at Health & Human Services;
none of these conflicts of interest
were disclosed; Todd Y. Park's ethics
pledges and reports are missing
from the Office of Government
Ethics; Goodman was formerly
employed by Gibson Dunn LLP,
Facebook appeals counsel in Leader
v. Facebook)
134. Trip Adle r ("Co-Founder" of
Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of
Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious
orgins story, like Zuckerberg's;
Scribd held AFI documents for two
years, then summarily deleted the
entire library without warning on
Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; AFI's library
contained only public documents
and much evidence proving the
Leader v. Facebook judicial
corruption)
135. Jare d Frie dm an ("Co-Founder" of
Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of
Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious
orgins story, like Zuckerberg's;
Scribd held AFI documents for two
years, then summarily deleted the
entire library without warning on
Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; AFI's library
contained only public documents
and much evidence proving the
Leader v. Facebook judicial
corruption)
136. Je ffre y W adswo rth (CEO,
Battelle Memorial Institute;
President, Ohio State University
Board of Trustees; former Deputy
Director of Science & Technologies,
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, University of California
Board of Trustees)
137. Michae l V. Drak e (President, The
Ohio State University; former
Chancellor, University of California,
Irvine)
138. W o o dro w A. Mye rs (Chief
Medical Officer, Wellpoint, Inc.;
formerly Corporate Operations
Officer, Anthem Blue Cross Blue
Shield of Indiana)
139. Ale x R . Fische r (aka Alexander
Ross Fischer; Trustee, The Ohio
State University; former Sr. Vice
President, Battelle Memorial
Institute; Chairman, OmniViz;
married to Lori Barreras)
140. C hris G laro s (author of the
discredited Waters Report re. The
Ohio State University Marching
Band; protege of Eric H. Holder, Jr.,
Professor James P. Chandler, III,
and Algernon L. Marbley)
141. Lo ri Barre ras (Commissioner,
Ohio Civil Rights Commission;
former Vice President of Human
Resources, The Ohio State
University; former Vice President,
Battelle Memorial Institute; married
to Alex R. Fischer)
142. David Vaughn (Criminal Attorney,
David Vaughn Consulting Group;
former Assistant U.S. Attorney;
appointed to the discredited Waters
Commission at Ohio State)
143. Be tty Mo ntgo m e ry (former Ohio
Attorney General; appointed to the
discredited Waters Commission at
Ohio State; accepted campaign
contributions from Woodrow A.
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Come to think of it, we have no place to go, but UP!
Pass it on and God Bless America!!..............
Reply

K. Craine

August 10, 2016 at 5:26 AM

GOOGLE, FACEBOOK, YAHOO, TWITTER, LINKEDIN, WHATSAPP, INSTAGRAM . . . might as well
stop lying to the public and admit that they are just arms of US intelligence and the
secret White House spy agency.
Sam Biddle. (Aug. 9, 2016). Privacy Scandal Haunts Pokemon Go’s CEO. The Intercept.

Myers, Wellpoint, Inc. and friend of
Michael V. Drake)
144. Jo se ph A. S te inm e tz (Provost,
The Ohio State University; author of
Psychological Science article on
MOOC (Massive Open Online
Course) that triggered the discovery
of massive double-dealing and fraud
within the Ohio State trustees)

D. Facebook boypu ppets:
145. Mark E. Zuck e rb e rg

https://theintercept.com/2016/08/09/privacy‐scandal‐haunts‐pokemon‐gos‐ceo/

146. C hris H ughe s

Within two weeks of its release last month, Pokemon Go, the augmented reality gaming
sensation, surpassed, by one estimate, Twitter, Facebook, and Netflix in its day‐to‐day
popularity on Android phones. Over on Apple devices, the game was downloaded more
times in its first week than any app that came before it.

148. Eduardo S ave rin

The suddenly vast scale of Pokemon Go adoption is matched by the game’s aggressive use
of personal information. Unlike, say, Twitter, Facebook, or Netflix, the app requires
uninterrupted use of your location and camera — a “trove of sensitive user data,” as one
privacy watchdog put it in a concerned letter to federal regulators.
All the more alarming, then, that Pokemon Go is run by a man whose team literally
drove one of the greatest privacy debacles of the internet era, in which Google vehicles,
in the course of photographing neighborhoods for the Street View feature of the
company’s online maps, secretly copied digital traffic from home networks, scooping up
passwords, email messages, medical records, financial information, and audio and video
files.
Reply

147. Dustin Mo sk o witz
149. Matthe w R . C o hle r
150. Elo n Musk

E. Cor r u ption W a tch
—Patent Office
Ju dges:
151. Ande rso n, G re gg
152. Be st, G e o rge
153. Bo nilla, Jack ie W .
154. Bo uche r, Patrick
155. Brade n, G e o rgianna W .
156. Branch, G e ne
157. Bisk , Je nnife r Bre sso n
158. Bui, H ung H .

Replies

159. Busch, Justin

Arasmus Dragon August 10, 2016 at 11:51 AM

160. C le m e nts, Matt

This is good and sobering chapter out of Julian Assange's book about Google.
Well worth the read and the education about the future that techno‐fascists
are crafting on our behalf:

162. Dro e sch, K riste n

https://wikileaks.org/google‐is‐not‐what‐it‐seems/

164. Fitzpatrick , Michae l

161. C rum b le y, K it
163. Elluru, R am a
165. G e rste nb lith, Bart A.
166. G ianne tti, Tho m as L.

Reply

167. G ue st, R ae Lynn
168. H astings, K are n M.
169. H o ff, Marc

K. Craine

August 10, 2016 at 5:29 AM

Email comment by TEX:
Whistle blower Julian Assange says the other shoe is going to drop on Hillary. We can only
hope and pray.
Laura Smith. (Jul. 27, 2016). Next leak will lead to arrest of Hillary Clinton – Assange. RT
America.
https://youtu.be/nB9u9dSQVkc
While many are blaming Russia for the Democratic National Committee (DNC) email leak,
WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange says there is no evidence to suggest that the DNC was
hacked by the Russian government. Furthermore, Assange claims the next leak will lead
to the arrest of Hillary Clinton. RT correspondent Laura Smith has the report from
London.

170. H o rne r, Linda
171. H ughe s, Jam e s R .
172. H um e , Larry
173. Jam e s, H o use l
174. Jung, H ung J.
175. K am ho lz, S co tt
176. K atz, De b o rah
177. Lucas, Jay
178. MacDo nald, Alle n R . (bio
unavailable) – Leader 3rd reexam
judge (bio and conflicts log concealed
by FOIA)
179. Mahane y, Ale xandra
180. Martin, Bre tt
181. McK o ne , Dave

Reply

182. McNam ara, Brian
183. Me dle y, S ally

K. Craine

August 10, 2016 at 5:32 AM

Email comment by GH:
PROOF: ELECTRONIC VOTE RIGGING IS A PIECE OF CAKE FOR ELECTION PROCESS INSIDERS
Staff. (Apr. 15, 2016). WOMAN CRIES After Seeing How Easily Our Votes Are Stolen By
Electronic Voting Machines [VIDEO]. 100% Fed Up.

184. Mo o re , Bryan
185. Mo o re , Jam e s T – Leader 3rd
reexam judge (bio and conflicts log
concealed by FOIA)
186. Mo rgan, Jaso n V.
187. Mo rriso n, Jo hn
188. Pak , C hung K .
189. Pe rry, G le nn J.

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/08/proof-hillarys-1-trillion-crime.html
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https://t.co/eoOC8jm3j7
“There are people out there who are giving their lives trying to make our elections
secure and they’re being called conspiracy theorists and technophobes. And these
vendors are lying and saying ‘that everything’s alright’ and it’s not alright. It’s as though
our country is one country and pretending to be another country. How can this be
happening in our elections?”
Reply

190. Pe travick , Me re dith C . (bio and
conflicts log concealed by FOIA) –
Leader 3rd reexam judge
191. Pe ttigre w, Lynne
192. Praiss, Do nna
193. Quinn, Miriam
194. R e im e rs, Anne tte
195. S aindo n, W illiam
196. S canlo n, Patrick

Replies
K. Craine

August 10, 2016 at 5:57 AM

197. S iu, S te phe n C . – Leader 3rd
reexam judge (bio and conflicts log
concealed by FOIA)

Here is a link to the full length HBO documentary HACKING DEMOCRACY (2006)
from which the clip above is a segment.

198. S m ith, Jam e s Do nald

https://youtu.be/rVTXbARGXso

200. S ne dde n, S he ridan

THE NOVEMBER 2016 VOTE:
GO PAPER BALLOTS! NOW!

202. S pahn, G ay Ann

(All polls have to do is only use the ABSENTEE BALLOT that each state already
creates. Just print more. It will be cheaper and safer for the integrity of the
VOTE than all the crooked electronic machinery.

204. Tim m , C athe rine

Reply

Arasmus Dragon August 10, 2016 at 6:06 AM
GOOGLE, FACEBOOK, YAHOO, TWITTER, LINKEDIN, WHATSAPP, INSTAGRAM . . . might as well
stop lying to the public and admit that they are just arms of US intelligence and the
secret White House spy agency.

199. S m ith, Ne il
201. S o ng, Danie l
203. S trauss, Mik e
205. W hite , S tace y
206. Ze che r, Michae l
R e se arch Tip:
Type any name or subject in the Google
search at the top of this webpage. That will
show you any relevant links within the sites
that we have been following and
investigating in the Leader v. Facebook
case. Vigilance everyone! Our American
Republic is at risk.

Sam Biddle. (Aug. 9, 2016). Privacy Scandal Haunts Pokemon Go’s CEO. The Intercept.
https://theintercept.com/2016/08/09/privacy‐scandal‐haunts‐pokemon‐gos‐ceo/
Within two weeks of its release last month, Pokemon Go, the augmented reality gaming
sensation, surpassed, by one estimate, Twitter, Facebook, and Netflix in its day‐to‐day
popularity on Android phones. Over on Apple devices, the game was downloaded more
times in its first week than any app that came before it.
The suddenly vast scale of Pokemon Go adoption is matched by the game’s aggressive use
of personal information. Unlike, say, Twitter, Facebook, or Netflix, the app requires
uninterrupted use of your location and camera — a “trove of sensitive user data,” as one
privacy watchdog put it in a concerned letter to federal regulators.
All the more alarming, then, that Pokemon Go is run by a man whose team literally
drove one of the greatest privacy debacles of the internet era, in which Google vehicles,
in the course of photographing neighborhoods for the Street View feature of the
company’s online maps, secretly copied digital traffic from home networks, scooping up
passwords, email messages, medical records, financial information, and audio and video
files.
CHOICE GOOGLE QUOTES:
Gaming is for spying:
"We are convinced that entertainment and fun are an important design aspect of such
data collection services"
WE WILL DO ILLEGAL AND IMMORAL THINGS IF IT SUITS US:
Hanke: "We have to chart a course between the benefit that can come from something
and adhering to social mores and the law."
Folks, this amorality among techies, lawyers and bankers explains why our country is in
the mess it is in in my humble opinion.
Reply

K. Craine
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Email comment by TEX:
Just an idea.....these would be helpful.

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/08/proof-hillarys-1-trillion-crime.html

HOW TO FILE A FRAUD
COMPLAINT AGAINST A
UNIVERSITY
The following universities were announced
as participants in Ohio State Provost Joseph
A. Steinmetz's corrupt MOOC education
initiative named "University Innovation
Alliance" (UIA). We have identified the
instructions and online forms you need to
file a complaint with the participants. MOOC
stands for "Massive Open Online Course."
You should complain about:
(1) the intellectual property theft of social
networking source code from Leader
Technologies, Columbus, Ohio that is the
software engine running the UIA;
(2) the corruption at Ohio State University
and OSU's collusion with Battelle Memorial
Institute which helped steal the software
being used by UIA; and
(3) the mistreatement of OSU Marching Band
Director Jon Waters regarding fabricated
Title IX charges that were used to pave the
way for Steinmetz to announce UIA.
Universities pride themselves on protection
of intellectual property.
Therefore, these universities cannot
participate in this abuse of inventor
copyrights, patents and trade secrets by The
Ohio State Trustees and Administration. If
these universities participate knowingly with
Ohio State in its theft of intellectual
property, then they are aiding and abetting
the theft of intellectual property on a
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Trump release your tax return, audit notwithstanding.
Hillary release all of your emails, including 33k missing ; and release your speeches to
the various WallStreet folks that paid millions of dollars to hear your promises , lies, and
screeching voice; and release all emails , donor lists, and interactions for the Clinton
Foundation.
Trump release all known out of marriage relationships involving you and your wife.
Hillary , good luck. Not enough time in a day.
Trump make a list of all jobs you helped to create in your career.
Hillary use this time to work on the previous question.
Trump list the number of people mysteriously murdered that opposed you.
Hillary , wouldn't go there. Prison awaits.
Trump list the number of times that you went back to sleep when folks on your team
were being murdered .
Hillary. Shame on you.
Trump you have already released your entire health records.
Hillary you appear to be very sick with the coughing, big eyes, and forgetfulness. Can we
see your real health records?
Have a great day, TEX=
Reply

K. Craine

August 10, 2016 at 6:18 AM

Email comment by Newsmax:
Todd Beamon. (Aug. 09, 2016). Report: Secret Letters Show FBI Fears About Classified Data
on Hillary's Server. Newsmax.
The inspector general for the intelligence community determined last year that
classified data in emails on Hillary Clinton private server might have been "compromised"
and shared with "a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power," according to two secret
letters the FBI sent to the State Department.
The FBI letters revealed for the first time that the agency's investigation into Clinton's
private email use resulted from a "Section 811" referral from the inspector general, Vice
News reports.
The website obtained the letters under a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request.
Under the Intelligence Authorization Act of 1995, Section 811 "is the statutory authority
that governs the coordination of counterespionage investigations between executive
branch departments or agencies and the FBI," according to the report.
http://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/inspector‐general‐fbi‐fears‐
clinton/2016/08/09/id/742886/
Reply

K. Craine

August 10, 2016 at 9:44 AM

NEW HILLARY EMAILS PROVE STATE DEPARTMENT COLLUSION WITH THE CLINTON
FOUNDATION (CGI‐CLINTON GLOBAL INITIATIVE)
TIMELINE:
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber‐hijack‐findings.html#clinton‐
foundation‐statedept‐muslim‐outreach
PROOF:
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2010‐08‐19‐Clinton‐Abedin‐Mills‐Sullivan‐
Slaughter‐email‐Muslim‐outreach‐with‐Clinton‐Global‐Inititative‐JW‐v‐US‐State‐Case‐No‐F‐
2014‐20439‐Doc‐No‐C0577632.pdf
Reply
Replies
dave123 August 10, 2016 at 11:17 AM
New emails show
Huma scheming for Hillary ... In an April 2009 email to Clinton's State
Department
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"massive" scale... Massive Open Online
Course (MOOC) also known as The Eclipse
Foundation.
1. ARIZONA
Arizona State University
https://www.azag.gov/consumer/procedure
https://www.azag.gov/complaints/consumer
2. CALIFORNIA
University of California Riverside
California State System (observer)
http://www.oig.ca.gov/
http://www.oig.ca.gov/pages/about‐us/how‐
to‐file‐a‐complaint.php
http://www.oig.ca.gov/pages/about‐
us/complaint‐form.php
3. FLORIDA
University of Central Florida
http://www.floridaoig.com/
http://www.fldoe.org/ig/complaint.asp
http://app1.fldoe.org/IGComplaint/Complain
tForm.aspx
4. GEORGIA
Oregon State University
http://oig.georgia.gov/
http://oig.georgia.gov/file‐complaint
5. INDIANA
Purdue University
http://www.in.gov/ig/2330.htm
6. IOWA
Iowa State University
http://www.state.ia.us/government/ag/file_
complaint/online_2.html
7. MICHIGAN
Michigan State University
http://www.mfia.state.mi.us/OIG/SubmitCom
plaint.aspx?ComplaintMode=client
8. OHIO
The Ohio State University
http://watchdog.ohio.gov/FileaComplaint.asp
x
9. ORGEON
Oregon State University
https://justice.oregon.gov/forms/consumer_
complaint.asp
https://justice.oregon.gov/consumercomplai
nts/
10. KANSAS
The University of Kansas
http://www.fraudguides.com/report/kansas.
asp
https://ag.ks.gov/about‐the‐office/contact‐
us/email‐us
https://ag.ks.gov/about‐the‐office/contact‐
us/file‐a‐complaint/koma‐kora‐investigation‐
request
11. TEXAS
The University of Texas
http://www.tdcj.state.tx.us/divisions/oig/oig
_fraud.html
https://sao.fraud.state.tx.us/Hotline.aspx
Let's make sure that the "University
Innovation Alliance (UIA)" and "Massive Open
Online Course" MOOC never get off the
ground due to their corrupt foundations.
RESOURCE:
http://inspectorsgeneral.org/directory‐of‐
state‐and‐local‐government‐oversight‐
agencies/
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aides Huma Abedin and ... Chagoury is a Lebanese‐Nigerian billionaire and a
Clinton Foundation donor, giving somewhere between $1 million and $5 million.

RECIPROCAL LINKS
Center for Public Integrity

Reply

Center for Self Governance
Georgia! KSCO
K. Craine

August 10, 2016 at 12:49 PM

BREAKING NEWS! AFI WARNINGS ABOUT ELECTION RIGGING GOING MAINSTREAM.

International Consortium of Investigative
Journalists (ICIJ)
Judicial Watch
Lawless America

GO PAPER BALLOTS! NOW!
Mireya Villarreal. (Aug. 10, 2016). Hacker demonstrates how voting machines can be
compromised. CBS News.

West New Jersey Tea Party
Innovation Alliance
Sharyl Attkisson
Bob Dylan's Plagarism of James Damiano

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/rigged‐presidential‐elections‐hackers‐demonstrate‐
voting‐threat‐old‐machines/

Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson

Concerns are growing over the possibility of a rigged presidential election. Experts
believe a cyberattack this year could be a reality, especially following last month's hack
of Democratic National Committee emails.

PragerU

The ranking member of the Senate Homeland Security Committee sent a letter Monday
to the Department of Homeland Security, saying in part: "Election security is critical, and
a cyberattack by foreign actors on our elections systems could compromise the integrity
of our voting process."
Roughly 70 percent of states in the U.S. use some form of electronic voting. Hackers told
CBS News that problems with electronic voting machines have been around for years.
The machines and the software are old and antiquated. But now with millions heading to
the polls in three months, security experts are sounding the alarm, reports CBS News
correspondent Mireya Villarreal.

Save The American Inventor
Government Gone Wild
American Thinker
Alex Jones, Infowars
ROOT for America (Wayne Allyn Root)
ZeroHedge
Western Journalism
The Intercept

Reply

K. Craine

August 11, 2016 at 6:13 AM

Email comment by GH:
[Editors Note: This CNN video takes f‐o‐r‐e‐v‐e‐r to load. Be patient.]
Emails Spotlight State Dept., Foundation Ties
Drew Griffin. (Aug. 10, 2016). State Dept. discussed favor for Clinton foundation donor.
CNN.
http://edition.cnn.com/videos/tv/2016/08/10/inside‐the‐batch‐of‐clinton‐emails‐lead‐
griffin‐dnt.cnn
CNN's Drew Griffin explains the connections between Clinton family and aides, donors
named in new emails sent during Clinton's time as Secretary of State.
Reply
Replies
K. Craine

August 11, 2016 at 7:04 AM

A fresh batch of previously unreleased State Department emails are raising
new questions about the relationship between the Clinton Foundation and the
State Department during the years Hillary Clinton served as secretary of
state.
The conservative group Judicial Watch released 296 pages of email
conversations from Clinton's private email server that it says show that
"Clinton's top aides' favors for and interactions with the Clinton Foundation
seem in violation of the ethics agreements that Hillary Clinton agreed to in
order to be appointed and confirmed as Secretary of State."
The group says 44 of those pages had not been previously turned over to the
State Department.
Allegations that the Clinton Foundation, a global charitable organization
created by former President Bill Clinton, worked to compensate donors by
providing access at the State Department has cast a shadow over the current
Democratic presidential nominee for years.
One example that Judicial Watch pointed to was an April 2009 discussion in
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which it appears that Clinton Foundation official Doug Band urged aides to the
then‐secretary of state to consider an associate of his for a job saying "it was
important to take care of" the unnamed staffer.
In a response email, Band is told by top Clinton staffer Huma Abedin, "We have
all had him on our radar. Personnel has been sending him options."
Reply

K. Craine

August 11, 2016 at 7:01 AM

Email comment by JM:
Wayne Allyn Root. (Aug. 10, 2016). Is NBC News owned by Hillary Clinton? Breitbart.
http://www.breitbart.com/big‐journalism/2016/08/10/nbc‐news‐owned‐hillary‐clinton/
Bizarre. That’s the only word to describe how “in the bag” NBC News is for Hillary
Clinton. You’d almost think she owns them. You’d almost think she’s blackmailing or
bribing them. She must have photos of the head of the NBC News division and anchorman
Lester Holt in bed with someone very shocking. It’s that bad.
It’s so bad that NBC News now stands for NO BAD CLINTON NEWS.
NBC must be getting something out of their arrangement, to ignore every piece of
negative news and scandal about Hillary, but take every sentence by Donald Trump out
of context and turn it into a major headline.
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